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Abstract
Atmospheric aerosols alter the atmospheric energy budget through their scattering, ab-
sorption, and emission properties within certain spectral bands. The direct aerosol effect is a
fundamental aspect of every climate and chemical transport model. Aerosol optical properties
are incorporated into the Global Environmental Multiscale model with Atmospheric Chem-
istry (GEM-AC) which is equipped with the M7 aerosol submodel. With the recent progress
in atmospheric and chemical transport modelling, an interactive dust emission scheme and
a sea-state dependent sea salt emission scheme are also implemented in GEM-AC. An op-
tion between volume fraction mixing and Bruggeman mixing for the mixing state of soluble
aerosols is provided. In addition, there is an option to include the aerosol direct effect at all
nine longwave spectral bands in GEM-AC. Eight experiments are performed to document
the new direct effect of the M7 aerosols and the effects of: the aerosols in all nine longwave
spectral bands, the soluble aerosol mixing state options, the interactive dust scheme, and
the sea-state dependent sea salt emission scheme. Aerosol optical properties are compared
against three AERONET observation sites. Implementation of the aerosol direct effect and
the new aerosol options in GEM-AC maintain the model as a practical tool for climate and
chemical transport modelling.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Aerosols significantly and directly effect the net energy flux balance in the atmosphere
through scattering and absorption of solar radiation and through the absorption of plane-
tary radiation (Haywood and Boucher (2000), IPCC Fifth Assessment Report 2013). While
aerosols also indirectly effect the earth system (modication of cloud properties (Twomey,
1959; Albrecht, 1989; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005), feedback on the hydrological cycle (Ra-
manathan et al., 2001; Ramachandran and Kedia, 2013), impact on the ocean biogeochemical
cycle (Johnson et al., 2003; Mahowald et al., 2011), interaction with atmospheric chemistry
(Andreae and Crutzen, 1997; Tang et al., 2003), and contribution to air quality (Poeschl,
2005; Fuzzi et al., 2015)), this dissertation focuses on the aerosol direct effect.
The scattering and absorption by aerosols is a complex process to capture in climate,
atmospheric chemistry and transport models. The optical properties of aerosols quantify
their scattering and absorption, while the aerosol size distribution, composition, solubility,
and refractive indices control their optical properties. These parameters, however, have large
spatial and temporal variability and can be difficult to accurately represent in atmospheric
1
models. Despite the complexity, aerosol representation is a critical component in atmospheric
modelling applications.
The aerosol direct effect is the combined effect that natural and anthropogenic aerosols
have on the radiative energy budget. The direct effect by aerosols has been assessed by
measurements, models, and integration between models and measurements (Yu et al., 2006).
There are three optical properties of aerosols that describe their interaction with radiation:
the aerosol optical depth, the aerosol single-scattering albedo, and the aerosol asymmetry
parameter. The aerosol optical depth is the distance over which radiation is attenuated by a
factor of e due to the scattering and absorption by aerosols through a vertical column in the
atmosphere. Aerosol scattering is measured by two parameters: the ratio of the scattered
radiation to the total extinction (absorption plus scattering) is the single-scattering albedo,
and the angular distribution of the scattered radiation is the asymmetry parameter. Math-
ematical descriptions of the three aerosol optical properties are given Section B.2.2, B.2.3,
and B.2.4. All global models should have representation of these aerosol optical properties
because of their interaction with radiation at all wavelengths.
Aerosol optical properties have large spatial and temporal variability which is difficult to
capture in global models. Different geographical regions are associated with different aerosol
species and each aerosol species is emitted into the atmosphere at varying vertical levels
(Dentener et al., 2006; Sofiev et al., 2013; Boichu et al., 2016). The temporal variability
of aerosols depends on the atmospheric conditions for emission, nucleation, processing, and
transport. In particular, relative humidity is a critical factor in aerosol growth for soluble
species (Flores et al., 2012), however, it is strongly variable and can have large uncertainty
in the global models due to the large scale circulation and the numerical parameterisations
of advection and microphysical processes (Sherwood, 1996; Risi et al., 2012). Upon emis-
sion, the aerosol size distribution and chemical composition is altered during atmopsheric
transport by microphysical processing and interaction with gas-phase molecules which are
2
generally dependent on relative humidity.
Aerosol optical properties are dictated by their chemical composition. Typically, global
atmospheric chemistry and transport models treat five distinct aerosol species: dust, sea salt,
sulphate, organic and black carbon. Most recently, the treatment of additional components
such as nitrate, ammonium, and secondary organic aerosols has become popular. All aerosol
species are capable of soluble mixing. At source regions, however, the aerosol species such as
dust, black carbon, and organic carbon are emitted in their natural state as externally mixed
aerosol. Atmospheric processing during transport ages the aerosol such that other aerosol
species and water can be taken up and condensed upon the aerosol surface. Aerosol optical
properties are controlled by the aerosol refractive index, and the aerosol refractive index is
controlled by the aerosol chemical composition.
Calculation of the refractive indices of mixed aerosols, either newly emitted or aged dur-
ing transport, requires an approximation to mixing among the soluble and insoluble aerosol
species. Within the last 15 years, as the importance of aerosol solubility to the microphysics
became apparent, model development began to distinguish between internally and externally
mixed aerosols. The representation of soluble aerosol mixtures within the models requires
microphysical modelling to capture the development of the mixture and the equilibrium be-
tween the aerosols and water vapour. Soluble aerosol mixing tends to have little effect on the
amount the aerosol scatters, however, it can have a large effect on the amount the aerosol
absorbs (Stier et al., 2007). Several methods of soluble aerosol mixing exist: the volume
fraction method which is computationally efficient but can overestimate aerosol absorption,
and the Bruggeman method which is less computationally efficient but does not tend to over-
estimate aerosol absorption. Both of these methods are applied in this dissertation and are
desribed in Sections 4.1.5 and 4.1.5.
Accurate representation of the aerosol chemical composition also requires accurate emis-
sions from source regions since different aerosol species are associated with different geo-
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graphical regions (Owen and Steiner, 2012). Aerosol emissions usually depend on atmo-
spheric conditions and thus most global models seek efficient parameterised emissions that
are interactive with the model meteorology. Dust and sea salt have tended to be the focus of
the development of interactive parameterisations in global models. Dust aerosol contributes
the most to the overall extinction of radiation due to its strong absorption and scattering
properties, and extensively interacts with atmospheric chemistry (Wang et al., 2011). Sea
salt is emitted from two thirds of Earth’s surface, strongly scatters solar radiation, and easily
mixes with other aerosol species (Spada et al., 2013).
The size of an aerosol particle is another major factor governing its optical properties.
Aerosol interaction with radiation either scatters or absorbs some fraction of the energy that
impinges upon it per cross-sectional area of the particle (Section B.2.1). Atmospheric aerosols
range in diameter size from 0.001 µm to 10 µm. The sizes in a population of aerosols tend to
be approximated by either a log-normal or a modified gamma distribution in the atmospheric
models (McGraw et al., 1998). Upon aerosol emission and in situ formation, aerosols undergo
a change in size during subsequent atmospheric processing as the aerosols are transported in
the atmosphere. As such, aerosol microphysical processing tends to characterise the modal
nature of the aerosol size distribution and impact the aerosol optical properties.
Aerosol size distributions in models are typically represented using aerosol modes or
aerosol size bins. For computational efficiency in the global models, the modal approach in the
microphysical modelling is often taken as opposed to using sectional size bin methods. Some
size bins schemes are the Piecewise Log-normal Approximation (von Salzen, 2006) employed
in the fourth generation of the Canadian Atmospheric Global Climate Model (CanAM4)
(Peng et al., 2012), the sectional Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry
(MOSAIC) aerosol module used in several versions of the Weather Research and Forecasting
model (WRF) (Chapman et al., 2009; Wyant et al., 2015), or the Sectional Aerosol module
for Large Scale Applications (SALSA) module installed in ECHAM5-HAM in Berman et al.
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(2012). The two common modal microphysical models designed specifically for efficient use
in global climate, chemistry, and atmospheric transport models are the M7 model (Vignati
et al., 2004), and the Global Modal-aerosol eXtension (GMXe) model (Pringle et al., 2010).
The modal aerosol submodel, M7, is used in this dissertation (Section 3.3).
Efficient and accurate aerosol parameterisations are continually improved upon and in-
tegrated within global climate, chemistry, and atmospheric transport models. Incorporating
the aerosol direct effect along with several recently developed aerosol parameterisations into
the Global Environmental Multiscale model with Atmospheric Chemistry (GEM-AC) is a
major step in keeping the model practical as continuous advancements are made in atmo-
spheric models.
1.2 Outline
As discussed in this introduction, aerosols are central to climate and chemical transport
models. Chapter 2 motivates the work presented in this dissertation by demonstrating the
fundamentals of the aerosol direct effect using a simple example. This dissertation documents
the implementation of the direct aerosol effect, an interactive dust emissions scheme, and an
updated interactive sea salt emissions scheme in the Global Environmental Multiscale model
with Atmospheric Chemistry (GEM-AC) supplemented with the M7 aerosol submodel. The
aspects of the configuration of GEM-AC and M7 that are fundamental for this dissertation
are outlined in Chapter 3. The aerosol optical property calculation of the M7 aerosol distri-
bution is provided in Chapter 4. Recent parameterisations of dust and sea salt emission that
are interactive with the model meteorology are installed in GEM-AC, and are described in
Chapter 4. Eight model experiments were performed to document the various new configura-
tions of aerosol representation for the direct aerosol effect in GEM-AC. The eight experiments
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and the results are discussed in Chapter 5. This disseration is concluded in Chapter 6.
6
Chapter 2
Motivation
2.1 Objectives
The objectives of this dissertation were:
• Equip GEM-AC with the aerosol direct effect.
• Equip GEM-AC with a dust emission routine that relies on the model meteorology.
• Equip GEM-AC with a new sea salt emission routine that encapsulates ocean wave
state as a function of wind speed and sea surface temperature.
Updating the treatment of the aerosol direct effect in GEM-AC requires an understanding
of the most fundamental atmospheric radiative effects that aerosols can have, and this basic
understanding should not be lost as the capabilities and accuracy of global models increase
each year. A simple case of a vertically-dependent, size distributed aerosol affecting the ra-
diative heating and cooling in a cloud-free and chemistry-free atmospheric column is an ideal
tool to exhibit the fundamentals behind the aerosol direct effect. In order to accomplish the
objectives listed above, a learning tool was developed and assessed. The learning tool was a
7
column model of atmospheric dust mimicking the atmosphere of Mars in a simplified way.
2.2 Motivating Example: A Simple Case of Atmospheric
Aerosol Heating and Cooling
A dust column model of the atmosphere of Mars was chosen to explore the potential impacts
that a single aerosol species can have in a simplified atmospheric column. The background to
previous work on dust modelling in the atmosphere of Mars is given in Appendix A. While
the Mars atmosphere is not chemistry and cloud free, it was treated as such in this work
for simplicity. The full methodology that was used in building the column model is given in
Appendix B with a discussion of the results in Appendix C.
2.2.1 The atmospheric column of Mars dust
The column model is depicted in Figure 2.1 with 80 vertical levels ranging from 0 to 80 km
in 1 km increments and a log-normal size distribution (Equation B.1) of dust ranging in radius
from 0.1 to 5.0 µm with 0.1 µm increment bins. Optical properties are calculated using Mie
scattering at 126 wavelengths within the range 0.2 to 200.0 µm and then integrated over two
shortwave bands (0.2 to 0.5 µm, 0.5 to 5.0 µm) and three longwave bands (5.0 to 11.5 µm,
11.5 to 20.0 µm, 20.0 to 200.0 µm) (Appendix section B.2.1). Each layer is treated as homo-
geneous. The radiative fluxes are calculated using two-stream quadrature in the shortwave
and a two- and four-stream combination quadrature in the longwave. As described by Toon
et al. (1989), the adding and doubling method is applied to form a set of radiative transfer
equations for 80 homogeneous dust layers for upward and downward fluxes at each interface
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level and for each of the five wavelength bands. The set of linear equations is solved by
taking advantage of triagonal matrix properties of the set of equations. The shortwave and
longwave radiative transfer parameterisations are presented in Section B.3.
2.2.2 Mars dust aerosol radiative heating and cooling in the
column model
The basic responses of the direct aerosol effect of dust to both the dust vertical distribution
and the dust size distribution are presented. This motivational study identifies the basic
impact of:
• the effective radius and effective variance of the size distribution in addition to the
ground temperature and infrared surface emissivity,
• a linearly decreasing effective radius and effective variance,
• the difference between a single-size dust particle and a size distribution of dust particles,
and
• the ground and dust configurations under nighttime temperature conditions to heating
within both an upper level dust maximum (ULDM) and a classic vertical distribution in
which the number distribution monotonically increases with height (Conrath profile).
For the development of global climate models (GCMs), these results could be useful in as-
sessing errors due to assumptions in atmospheric dust heating.
The potential differences in the vertical profile of atmospheric heating to various size and
vertical distributions of dust are presented and discussed in Appendix C and the main results
are highlighted here. Interactive dust properties (size distributed dust aerosol dependent on
9
model meteorology) must be represented accurately in GCMs. To keep in mind the radiative
effect difference between a concentration of single-size dust particles and a size distribution
of dust particles, the respective atmospheric heating rates are compared. For the size distri-
bution parameter range explored here, atmospheric heating rates from dust aerosol tend to
be more sensitive to the effective radius of the distribution and less sensitive to the effective
variance. The strong sensitivity of the heating rates to the effective radius is further noted by
the dramatic decrease in upper layer heating using a linearly decreasing effective radius with
height as opposed to a constant Reff . Physically, and in GCMs, a decreasing Reff with height
could be caused by sedimentation of the dust or enhanced sedimentation by the formation
of ice crystals. Also pertaining to the vertical distribution is that the higher in altitude an
ULDM, the higher in altitude and larger in magnitude the peak heating rate. Furthermore,
the nighttime effects of the size distribution parameters are smaller than the daytime effects,
but the ground temperature has a stronger influence on the nightime atmospheric heating
rates than during the daytime.
2.2.3 Significance of the results for atmospheric aerosol effects in
Earth’s atmosphere
The results accentuate the atmospheric heating rate sensitivities that can exist in a sim-
plified case of a vertically-distributed size distribution of a single aerosol species. Yu and
Zhang (2011) show that aerosol optical properties are very sensitive to the aerosol size dis-
tribution as well as to the representative refractive indices. Despite the complexity, the
inclusion of aerosol microphyics is essential in climate models, as exemplified in Chapter 1.
The presentation of the radiative effects of a size bin distributed single-specied aerosol in a
one-dimensional column motivates the need to include the radiative effects of modal distri-
butions of multiple aerosol species in the three-dimensional Global Environment Multiscale
10
model with Atmospheric Chemistry (GEM-AC). The direct effect of the dust aerosol in a
simplified column model provides a simple picture of the sensitivities and issues that could
be involved in the aerosol direct effect in GEM-AC).
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1
Figure 2.1. The N = 80 defined dust layers in the Martian dust column. Also shown are the
upward (F+) and downward (F−) emergent fluxes from each layer (n) and the solar (FSO)
and thermal infrared (FIR) source fluxes. Each dust layer has a background atmospheric
density (ρ), single-scattering albedo (ω), asymmetry parameter (g), optical thickness (τ),
and total dust number density (Nt).
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Chapter 3
Model Configuration
The Global Environmental Multiscale model with Atmospheric Chemistry (GEM-AC)
is a chemical weather model with interactive free tropospheric and stratospheric chemisty,
and air quality processes implemented in the GEM model. The GEM model was developed
by the Meteorological Service of Canada for operational weather forecasting. GEM-AC is
the second generation version of the Global Environmental Multiscale model with Air Qual-
ity (GEM-AQ; Kaminski et al. (2008)). Without the direct aerosol effect, GEM-AC has
been used in upper troposphere/lower stratosphere aviation emission studies over the arctic
(Kaminski et al., 2013; Porebska et al., 2015). Evaluation of the GEM-AC gas phase species
is presented in Lupu et al. (2013). The aerosol distribution is provided by the M7 aerosol
submodel and is described Section 3.3.
3.1 GEM-AC Domain
The model domain in this work is global uniform on a 3◦ × 3◦ grid with the vertical
extending into the mesosphere (∼ 60 km). Hybrid sigma-pressure coordinates with 70 ver-
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tical levels are used in GEM-AC: terrain following sigma levels at the surface transition to
pressure levels at the top of the model. Vertical profiles of the zonal averages presented in
Chapter 5 are kept in hybrid sigma levels instead of pressure levels. Model simulations
were performed November 1, 2011 to December 31, 2012, inclusive. The first two months are
model spin-up and are not used in the analysis. Different time steps were set for the model
dynamics, physics, and chemistry. Model dynamics and physics advance every 30 minutes,
however, the chemistry time step is 1 hour. The model output files that are used in the
analysis are generated at 3-hour intervals.
3.2 GEM-AC Radiative Transfer
Radiative transfer in GEM-AC use the schemes in the CCCma Third and Fourth Gen-
eration Atmospheric General Circulation Models (versions AGCM3 and AGCM4). Solar
radiation is transferred through the atmosphere via the parameterisation by Fouquart and
Bonnel (1980) (both AGM3 and AGM4 versions). The transfer of terrestrial radiation is
treated by the updated parameterisations in AGM4, which uses the correlated k-distribution
method by Li (2002), Li and Barker (2002), and Li and Barker (2005) for gaseous absorption,
and treats transfer among cloud structure using the McICA method by Pincus et al. (2003)
and Barker et al. (2008).
3.3 M7 Size Distribution Configuration
Aerosols are distributed in GEM-AC using the aerosol submodel M7 (Vignati et al.,
2004). M7 is a modal aerosol model designed for efficient coupling with global climate and
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atmospheric chemistry models. The five size-resolved aerosol species are sulphate, organic
carbon, black carbon, dust, and sea salt. Aerosol water, nitrate, and ammonium are processed
in bulk and then redistributed to the soluble modes. Soluble aerosols are size distributed
over four log-normal modes and insoluble aerosols are size distributed over three log-normal
modes. The size partitioning of aerosol emission (and production) and aerosol transport are
described in Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
3.3.1 Soluble vs. insoluble aerosols
Aerosol modes 1 to 4 contain soluble aerosol which are treated as internally mixed, while
modes 5 to 7 contain insoluble aerosols which are treated as externally mixed. An internally
mixed aerosol particle contains a portion of each aerosol type that is allowed in the mode
as the aerosol is transported through the model. On the other hand, an externally mixed
aerosol particle is 100% of one aerosol type and can be any of the aerosol types that is allowed
in a particular transported mode. The general difference between the soluble and insolube
aerosols is presented pictorially in Figure 3.1.
3.3.2 Emission modes
The partitioning of aerosol emissions among the four soluble and 3 insoluble modes is
shown in Table 3.1. Production of sulphate occurs in the nucleation mode.
Dust, black carbon, and organic carbon emissions are sourced from the AeroCom bench-
mark emission dataset (Dentener et al., 2006). Black carbon emission is allocated entirely
to the insoluble Aitken mode. Organic carbon emission is partitioned into the Aitken modes
as 65% soluble and 35% insoluble with an organic matter to organic carbon mass ratio of
1.4%. Following (Wang et al., 2012), dust emission is partitioned as 10% into the insoluble
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1
Figure 3.1. A general picture showing the physical difference between internally mixed and
externally mixed modes. Each colour represents one distinct aerosol species.
accumulation mode and 90% into the insoluble coarse mode (the AeroCom partitioning of
98.6%/1.4% is considered in the DUCO experiment which is described in Section 5.1).
Sea salt emissions use the M7 scheme, which are wind speed dependent and are sourced
from pre-calculated tables of mass concentration and number density fluxes that are based
on the work of Monahan et al. (1986) and Smith and Harrison (1998). The emissions distri-
bution follows Guelle et al. (2001), which combines the size distribution results of Monahan
et al. (1986) and Smith and Harrison (1998). The emitted sea-salt aerosols are partitioned
into the soluble accumulation and coarse modes (Table 3.1).
3.3.3 Transported modes
Microphysical and chemical processing in atmospheric transport changes the aerosol number
and mass in each mode. The treatment for number and mass transfer in the M7 submodel
is described in Vignati et al. (2004). In this dissertation, the allowed partitioning among the
modes for transported aerosols is shown in Table 3.2.
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Emitted Component
Aerosol mode (RP in µm) ASEA AOC ABC ADU
(mode 1) Nucleation (RP < 0.005) - - - -
(modes 2,5) Aitken (0.005 < RP < 0.05) - S (65%)& NS (35%) NS (100%) -
(modes 3,6) Accumulation (0.05 < RP < 0.5) S (variable) - - NS (10%)
(modes 4,7) Coarse (RP > 0.5) S (variable) - - NS (90%)
Table 3.1. M7 size distribution of aerosol emission. RP is the aerosol radius. S=soluble and NS=insoluble mean that
modes 1 to 4 are soluble and modes 5 to 7 are insoluble. ADU = dust, ABC = black carbon, AOC = organic carbon,
and ASEA = sea salt.
Transported Component
Aerosol mode (RP in µm) ASEA ASO4 AOC ABC ADU
(mode 1) Nucleation (RP < 0.005) - S - - -
(modes 2,5) Aitken (0.005 < RP < 0.05) - S S & NS S & NS -
(modes 3,6) Accumulation (0.05 < RP < 0.5) S S S S S & NS
(modes 4,7) Coarse (RP > 0.5) S S S S S & NS
Table 3.2. Species are transported in each mode as shown. Modes 1-4 are soluble and modes 5-7 are insoluble. ADU =
dust, ABC = black carbon, AOC = organic carbon, and ASEA = sea salt.
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Chapter 4
Extensions to the GEM-AC Model
4.1 Aerosol Optical Property Calculations
4.1.1 Logistics
Equipping GEM-AC with the aerosol direct effect requires calculation of the aerosol op-
tical properties. The aerosol optical properties of the M7 aerosol size distribution must
be calculated at each time step in the physics module and input into the radiative trans-
fer subroutines. However, the optical property calculation requires chemical fields from the
chemistry module which is called after the physics module. Thus, the aerosol optical property
calculation begins at the second timestep.
4.1.2 Method overview
The aerosol optical properties of the entire M7 distribution at each time step, horizontal
position, vertical level, and spectral band is required as input into the radiative transfer
routine described in Section 3.2. The aerosol optical properties of each of the seven aerosol
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modes are calculated using three-dimensional optical property look-up tables according to
the methods in Sections 4.1.5 and 4.1.6. The aerosol extinction optical depth, absorption
optical depth, single-scattering albedo, and asymmetry parameter is generated following the
method in Section 4.1.7. To incorporate the aerosol optical properties into the model, the
following subroutines were added:
• aerooptpro m7.cdk90
• aerooptpro m7 param.cdk90
• aeroopt param.cdk
• aeroopt read.cdk
and the following subroutines were modified to either include the new subroutines or test the
experiments described in Section 5.1:
• mod cccmarad.ftn (originally cccmarad.ftn)
• mod raddriv.ftn (originally raddriv.ftn)
• phy exe mod.ftn (originally phy exe.ftn)
• cc nml vars.cdk
• cc nml.cdk
• itf phy exe.ftn
• itf phy slb.ftn
• phy ini.ftn
• phybus.cdk
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• options.cdk
• ac1 chemexe1.ftn90
• ac1 aerosol emis sfc apply.ftn
4.1.3 Optical property input tables
Extinction efficiency (Qext), absorption efficiency (Qabs), and asymmetry parameter (g)
data files are created a priori and are called as input during model entry. Each input file acts
as a look-up table and consists of 60 matrices with 36 columns and 40 rows, which represent
60 size parameter bins, 36 real refractive index bins, and 40 imaginary refractive index bins.
Table 4.1 gives the size parameter bins and the refractive index bins. The three files (Qext,
Qabs, and g files) containing the three-dimensional look-up tables were generated by inputting
the size parameter and refractive index bin vectors in Table 4.1 into the Mie-scattering code
desribed in Section B.2.1.
4.1.4 Radiative properties of soluble vs. insoluble aerosols
The difference between the radiative absorption by a population of externally mixed
aerosols and internally mixed aerosols is shown in Figure 4.1. In the external mixture, some
particles are strong absorbers and some particles are weak absorbers. In the internal mixture,
some of the strongly absorbing species is in each aerosol particle which makes the absorption
cross-section of the internally mixed particles larger than in the external mixture. This
strength of the absorption cross-section in soluble aerosol modes is central to the difference
between the volume fraction mixing method and the Bruggeman mixing method discussed in
Section 4.1.5. The method to calculate the optical properties in each of the internally mixed
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Bin x n k Bin x n k Bin x n k
1 0.001 1.05 1.0e-5 21 3.8 2.05 0.85 41 7.8 - -
2 0.005 1.10 1.0e-4 22 4.0 2.10 0.90 42 8.0 - -
3 0.01 1.15 1.0e-3 23 4.2 2.15 0.95 43 8.2 - -
4 0.05 1.20 0.010 24 4.4 2.20 1.00 44 8.4 - -
5 0.1 1.25 0.050 25 4.6 2.25 1.05 45 8.6 - -
6 0.5 1.30 0.10 26 4.8 2.30 1.10 46 8.8 - -
7 1.0 1.35 0.15 27 5.0 2.35 1.15 47 9.0 - -
8 1.2 1.40 0.20 28 5.2 2.40 1.20 48 9.2 - -
9 1.4 1.45 0.25 29 5.4 2.45 1.25 49 9.4 - -
10 1.6 1.50 0.30 30 5.6 2.50 1.30 50 9.6 - -
11 1.8 1.55 0.35 31 5.8 2.55 1.35 51 9.8 - -
12 2.0 1.60 0.40 32 6.0 2.60 1.40 52 10 - -
13 2.2 1.65 0.45 33 6.2 2.65 1.45 53 12 - -
14 2.4 1.70 0.50 34 6.4 2.70 1.50 54 14 - -
15 2.6 1.75 0.55 35 6.6 2.75 1.55 55 16 - -
16 2.8 1.80 0.60 36 6.8 2.80 1.60 56 18 - -
17 3.0 1.85 0.65 37 7.0 - 1.65 57 20 - -
18 3.2 1.90 0.70 38 7.2 - 1.70 58 25 - -
19 3.4 1.95 0.75 39 7.4 - 1.75 59 30 - -
20 3.6 2.00 0.80 40 7.6 - 1.80 60 40 - -
Table 4.1. Size parameter (x), real refractive index (n), and imaginary refractive index (k)
bins used to generate the three-dimensional optical property input tables.
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Figure 4.1. Single-scattering albedo of an internal aerosol mixture versus an external aerosol
mixture. The mass fraction of aerosol is conserved between the two mixing states. Each
mixture is composed of a strongly absorbing aerosol with refractive index n = 1.9 − 0.66i
and a weakly absorbing aerosol with refractive index n = 1.53− 10−5i.
modes (modes 1 to 4) is different than the method to calculate the optical properties in the
externaly mixed modes (modes 5 to 7). The two methods are illustrated in the following
sections.
4.1.5 Internally mixed aerosols
Calculation of the aerosol optical properties in the internally mixed modes requires knowl-
edge of the refractive index of each mode. Two methods are used: the volume fraction mixing
method which is not computationally intensive and the Bruggeman mixing method which is
more computationally intensive. The volume fraction mixing method tends to overestimate
absorption when there is a strongly absorbing material, for example, black carbon solubly
mixed with lesser absorbing material such as sulphate (Stier et al., 2007). The wavelength
dependent refractive indices are listed in Table 4.2.
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Volume fraction mixing
Volume fraction mixing efficiently calculates the refractive index of the internally mixed
aerosol modes. The volume fraction of each aerosol species j in each aerosol mode k is:
vj,k =
mj,k/ρj
mk/ρk
(4.1)
where mj,k is the mass of aerosol species j in aerosol mode k, ρj is the density of each aerosol
species j, and mk and ρk are the (total) mass and density, respectively, of the aerosols in
mode k. The volume fraction weighted refractive index of modes k = 1, . . . , 4 is then:
rk =
Nk∑
j=1
vj,krj (4.2)
where a Nk is the number of aerosol species in mode k and rj = nj − ikj is the complex
refractive index of aerosol species j with nj and kj being the real and imaginary parts,
respectively.
Bruggeman mixing
The Bruggeman mixing method to estimate the aerosol refractive index of soluble modes is
less efficient but more accurate than the volume mixing method. The importance of accuracy
is highlighted in Yu and Zhang (2011) who show that the aerosol optical properties can be
very sensitive to the refractive index. Stier et al. (2007) find that when a strongly absorbing
aerosol is embedded with a lesser absorbing material, the volume fraction mixing method
overestimates absorption and so recommend employing the Bruggeman mixing method.
In each soluble mode k, there is a total of Nk aerosol particles each having a volume
fraction vj,k, and complex dielectric constant εj = (n
2
j − k2j ) + i(2njkj) where nj and kj are
respectively the real and imaginary refractive indices of species j. If in modes k = 1, . . . , 4,
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these j types of aerosol are embedded in a host medium having a dielectric constant of ε0,k,
the general mixing rule is then:
(
εeff − ε0
εeff + 2ε0
)
k
=
Nk∑
j=1
vj,k
(
εj − ε0
εj + 2ε0
)
k
. (4.3)
In the Bruggeman mixing scheme, there is assumed to be no host medium. All j aerosol
species are assumed to be embedded in a medium having an effective dielectric constant
εeff . The square root of this effective dielectric constant is the aerosol refractive index of the
internally mixed aerosol modes. Following Stier et al. (2007) the general mixing rule becomes
f(εj,k) =
Nk∑
j=1
vj,k
εj,k − εeff,k
εj,k + 2εeff,k
= 0 (4.4)
in which its solution results from Newton iteration:
εν+1eff,k = ε
ν
eff,k −
f(ενeff,k)
f ′(ενeff,k)
(4.5)
where
f ′(εeff,k) =
Nk∑
j=1
−3εj,kvj,k
(εj,k + 2εeff,k)2
. (4.6)
The initialisation of the iteration in each mode k is ε0eff,k = 1+i. Convergence was reached at
each global model gridpoint in Stier et al. (2007) after seven iterations and thus the maximum
number of iterations is set as νmax = 7. In GEM-AC, the iteration stops if convergence is
reached before νmax. The refractive index of modes k = 1, . . . , 4 is rk =
√
εeff,k upon
convergence.
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Optical properties
The aerosol optical properties of each soluble mode is inferred from the look-up tables
described in Section 4.1.3. Using the look-up table requires knowledge of the size parameter
of each soluble mode. The effective size parameter is x = 2pirk/λ, where rk is the effective
radius of mode k, and λ is a representative wavelength of the particular spectral band (see
Table 4.2). After the refractive index of each of the four internally mixed modes is found
using either the volume fraction or the Bruggeman mixing method, the aerosol extinction
effeciency (Qkext), absorption efficiency (Q
k
abs), and asymmetry parameter (gk) are inferred
from the look-up tables. The optical depth of each mode containing Nk particles is then:
τ kext,abs,sca =
∞∫
z
Qkext,abs,scapir
2
kNk dz (4.7)
4.1.6 Externally mixed aerosols
In the externally mixed aerosol modes (k = 5, 6, 7), each aerosol particle is composed
of one aerosol species and is assumed to have a radius equal to the effective radius of the
mode. As in the internally mixed modes, the size parameter of each aerosol is constant over
each aerosol mode: x = 2pirk/λ with rk being the effective radius of mode k. Knowing the
refractive index of each species (Table 4.2), the aerosol extinction efficiency (Qj,kext), absorption
efficiency (Qj,kabs), and asymmetry parameter (gj,k) of each species j in each mode k are inferred
from the look-up tables. The extinction and absorption optical depths of each species j in
each mode k is:
τ j,kext,abs =
∞∫
z
Qj,kext,abspir
2
kNj,k dz (4.8)
and the scattering optical depth is τ j,ksca = τ
j,k
ext− τ j,kabs. The total number of aerosol particles of
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species j in mode k is Nj,k and as mentioned above each aerosol particle in mode k is assumed
to have a radius rk equal to the effective radius which is input from the M7 distribution. The
optical depth of each mode k is then just the sum over the optical depths of the species:
τ kext,abs,sca =
Nk∑
j=1
τ j,kext,abs,sca (4.9)
where Nk is the total number of species in each mode k. The asymmetry parameter of mode
k is a weighted mean using the scattering optical depth:
gk =
Nk∑
j=1
gj,kτ
j,k
sca
τ ksca
(4.10)
4.1.7 Optical properties of the M7 distribution
The aerosol extinction, absorption, and scattering optical depths for the entire M7 distri-
bution is the sum of each respective optical depth over the seven modes:
τext,abs,sca =
7∑
k=1
τ kext,abs,sca (4.11)
The aerosol single-scattering albedo of the distribution is the ratio of the scattering optical
depth to the extinction optical depth:
ω =
τsca
τext
(4.12)
and the aerosol asymmetry parameter is a weighted mean using the scattering optical depth:
g =
7∑
k=1
gkτ
k
sca
τsca
(4.13)
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Caveat
In this work, Qkext, Q
k
abs, and g are found from the look-up tables using only a single wave-
length representing each spectral band. Taking a weighted averaged over the spectral band
would increase accuracy in the optical properties, but also increase computational time. The
sensitivity of the aerosol optical property calculation to the difference between the single-
wavelength and spectrally averaged approach using the optical property look-up tables was
not investigated in this research.
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Wavelength Band ( µm) Aerosol Species
ADU ABC AOC ASEA ASO4 AH2O ANH4 ANO3
0.2 to 0.689
1.52− 0.01i 1.95− 0.79i 1.53− 0.006i 1.5− 10−8i 1.54− 10−7i 1.333− 1.96−8i 1.54− 10−7i 1.56− 10−9i
λ = 0.55
0.689 to 1.19
1.5− 0.008i 1.95− 0.79i 1.52− 0.01i 1.48− 3× 10−6i 1.52− 10−7i 1.328− 4.86−7i 1.52− 10−7i 1.55− 10−9i
λ = 0.86
1.19 to 2.38
1.48− 0.008i 1.95− 0.79i 1.42− 0.08i 1.45− 10−3i 1.46− 10−4i 1.306− 0.0011i 1.46− 10−4i 1.53− 0.001i
λ = 2.0
2.38 to 4.545
1.5− 0.055i 1.95− 0.79i 1.8− 0.4i 1.48− 1.6× 10−3i 1.6− 0.1i 1.4− 0.094i 1.6− 0.1i 1.6− 0.01i
λ = 3.5
4.0 to 4.545
1.52− 0.05165i 2.3− 0.79i 1.7− 0.2i 1.49− 1.4× 10−3i 1.5− 0.005i 1.332− 0.0134i 1.5− 0.005i 1.54− 0.01i
λ = 4.5
4.545 to 5.263
1.555− 0.056i 2.3− 1.0i 1.5− 0.1i 1.47− 2.5× 10−3i 1.46− 0.004i 1.325− 0.0124i 1.46− 0.004i 1.54− 0.01i
λ = 5.0
5.263 to 7.142
1.44− 0.131i 2.3− 1.0i 1.7− 0.05i 1.6− 2.2× 10−2i 1.3− 0.02i 1.363− 0.088i 1.3− 0.02i 1.6− 0.032i
λ = 6.2
7.142 to 9.09
1.05− 0.397i 2.3− 1.0i 1.8− 0.1i 1.42− 0.02i 1.0− 0.1i 1.286− 0.0351i 1.0− 0.1i 1.5− 0.022i
λ = 8.2
9.09 to 10.204
2.6− 0.616i 2.1− 1.0i 1.4− 0.05i 1.58− 0.018i 2.85− i 1.243− 0.0444i 2.85− i 1.45− 0.028i
λ = 9.5
10.204 to 12.5
1.8− 0.1i 2.1− 1.0i 1.4− 0.02i 1.48− 0.014i 1.8− 0.013i 1.12− 0.114i 1.8− 0.013i 1.3− 0.1i
λ = 11.5
12.5 to 18.518
1.65− 0.228i 2.0− 1.0i 1.4− 0.008i 1.56− 0.09i 2.8− i 1.346− 0.427i 2.8− i 1.6− 0.87i
λ = 16.4
18.518 to 29.411
2.6− 0.7i 2.0− 1.0i 1.4− 0.004i 1.76− 0.205i 1.5− 0.025i 1.531− 0.356i 1.5− 0.025i 1.75− 0.87i
λ = 25.0
29.411 to ∞
2.3− 0.65i 2.0− 1.0i 1.4− 0.003i 1.76− 0.5i 1.5− 0.1i 1.532− 0.336i 1.5− 0.1i 2.3− 0.32i
λ = 35.0
Table 4.2. Wavelength dependent refractive indices of the eight aerosol species used in the aerosol radiative computations
in GEM-AC. The first four wavelengths bands are solar and the last nine are thermal. Computation of the size parameter
in the refractive index routines requires a representative wavelength of each band; the representative wavelength that is
used in the computations is provided below each band. ADU = dust, ABC = black carbon, AOC = organic carbon,
and ASEA = sea-salt. The refractive indices of ADU are from Krekov (1993); AOC are from Stier et al. (2007); ASEA
are from HITRAN; ASO4, ANH4, and ANO3 are from GACP; AH2O are from D’Almeida et al. (1991). ABC refractive
indices are from Bond and Bergstrom (2006) in the solar spectrum and from Stier et al. (2007) in the thermal spectrum.
Note that the refractive indices of ANH4 are assumed to equal those of ASO4.
4.2 Interactive Dust Aerosol Emissions
The dust emissions routine in GEM-AC was updated to include a choice between using
the benchmark AeroCom dust emission dataset and a new interactive dust emission scheme.
The ldu flag in ac1 chemexe1.ftn90 is .true. for interactive dust and .false. for AeroCom
dust emissions. The interactive dust routine described in this section is incorporated into
the aerooptpro m7.cdk subroutine.
The interactive routine is presented in this section and is largely based on Zender et al.
(2003). Mass emission fluxes of dust at each time step and in each grid cell are calculated
using the model state variables in GEM-AC: the fractional coverages of ocean, lakes, swamps,
snow, ice, and vegetation, the soil moisture, the minimum and maximum terrain heights of
the surrounding grid cells, and the wind friction speed. The mass emission flux is:
Fj = A1αBHS
3∑
k=1
mkMj,k (4.14)
where A1 = 7× 10−4, α is the sandblasting efficiency, B is the fraction of bare soil exposed
in a grid cell, H is the horizontal mass flux, S is the source erodibility factor, and
3∑
k=1
mkMj,k
is the mass fraction in each transport mode.
Dust is assumed to be emitted from three log-normally distributed background source
modes (D’Almeida, 1987) into eight transport modes and so the distribution that is used is
the mass fraction overlap of each source mode k with each transport mode j (Schulz et al.,
1998). The mass fraction of each transport mode i is a sum of error functions:
Mj,k =
1
2
[
erf
(
ln(Dmax,j/D¯k)√
2 lnσk
)
− erf
(
ln(Dmin,j/D¯k)√
2 lnσk
)]
(4.15)
where mk, σk, and D¯k are listed in Table 4.3. The minimum and maximum diameter values
of the eight transport bins, Dmin and Dmax, are listed in Table 4.4. Bins j = 1, 2, 3 are
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deposited into the M7 accumulation mode and bins j = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 are deposited into the M7
coarse mode.
k D¯k ( µm) σk mk
1 0.16 2.1 0.036
2 1.4 1.9 0.957
3 10 1.6 0.007
Table 4.3. Parameters of the three log-normally distributed source modes in D’Almeida
(1987). The mass fraction is m, D¯k is the number median diameter, and σk is the geometric
standard deviation.
j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Dmin,j/Dmax,j 0.2/0.36 0.36/0.6 0.6/1.0 1.0/2.0 2.0/3.6 3.6/6.0 6.0/12.0 12.0-20.0
Table 4.4. The bounding diameters of the eight transport bins into which dust is initially
emitted.
The sandblasting efficiency is α = 10(13.4Mclay−6) (Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995) with
a fixed soil clay fraction of Mclay = 0.2 (Zender et al., 2003).
The fraction of bare soil in GEM-AC is taken to be the maximally overlapped product of
unvegetated ground under no water, snow or ice cover:
B = (1−Bwater −Blake −Bswamp)(1−Bsnow −Bice)(1−Bvegetation) (4.16)
where Bwater, Blake, Bswamp, and Bice are the fractional coverage outputs from GEM-AC.
The fractions of ground covered by vegetation and by snow in each grid cell is represented
following the methods of Zender et al. (2003). The fraction of vegetation coverage on the
ground in each grid cell is Bvegetation = min [1.0,min(LAI, 0.3 m
2 m−2)/0.3 m2 m−2] where
LAI is the monthly leaf area index and the 0.3 m2 m−2 value is the threshold for complete
suppression of dust emissions. The fraction of snow coverage on the ground in each grid cell
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is Bsnow = min(h/0.05, 1.0) where h is the snow depth ( m) and the 0.05 m value is the snow
thickness for 100% snow coverage (complete dust suppression).
The horizontal mass flux is from White (1979):
H =
Cρairu
3
?
g
(
1− u
2
?t
u2?
)(
1 +
u?t
u?
)
(4.17)
where C = 2.61 is a proportionality constant (Zender et al., 2003), g is the gravitational
acceleration, ρair is the air density, u? is the GEM-AC wind friction speed and u?t is the
threshold wind friction speed. Dust is emitted when the wind friction speed is larger than
the threshold. The threshold wind friction speed is determined following Spyrou et al. (2010):
u?t =

0.129A
(1.928Re0.092HF −1)0.5
0.03 < ReHF < 10
0.12A(1− 0.0858e−0.0617(ReHF−10)) ReHF > 10
where ReHF = 1331D
1.56
0 + 0.38 (Marticorena et al., 1997) is the Reynolds number and
A = ρdustgD0/ρair. The optimal particle size when the threshold wind friction speed is a
minimum (and hence when the horizontal mass flux is a maximum) is D0. Spyrou et al.
(2010) use D0 = 60 µm and Iversen and White (1982) use D0 = 75 µm. In the DUX1 case
D0 = 75 µm, and in the DUX2 case D0 = 60 µm. The threshold friction velocity increases
due to soil moisture. The threshold friction velocity is therefore adusted (Fe´can et al., 1999)
as:
u?t =

u?t W ≤ Wmax
u?t
√
1 + 1.21(W −Wmax)0.68 W > Wmax
where W is the soil moisture output from GEM-AC and the maximum amount of moisture
contained within the soil depends on the clay fraction: Wmax = 0.14M
2
clay + 0.17Mclay.
The topographic source erodibility factor (S) accounts for dust accumulation in valleys
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and basins. This work uses the Ginoux et al. (2001) parameterisation:
S =
(
hmax − h
hmax − hmin
)5
(4.18)
where h is the height of the grid cell, and hmin,max are the minimum and maximum of the
surrounding grid cell heights. Essentially, S is the probability that accumulated surface sed-
iments are potential dust sediments lifted into a grid cell.
4.3 Significant Wave Height Dependent Sea-Salt Aerosol
Emissions
The sea-salt emission routine in GEM-AC was updated with an option to use a sea-state
dependent emissions parameteristation. The flag for the option (lss in ac1 chemexe1.ftn90 )
is .false. for sea-state dependent emissions and is .true. for wind-only dependent emissions.
The sea-state dependent sea salt emissions described in the section is incorporated into the
aerooptpro m7.cdk subroutine.
Many global models use number and mass emission fluxes prescribed solely as a function
of wind speed such as those by Monahan et al. (1986), Smith and Harrison (1998), Guelle
et al. (2001), Gong (2003), and Ma˚rtensson et al. (2003). Emission fluxes as a function of
wind speed only can overestimate sea-salt production, particularly in winter with higher wind
speeds (de Leeuw et al. (2011)). Ocean waves and strong winds are efficient sea spray emis-
sion mechanisms. Sea spray droplets containing sea salt particles and liquid water are torn
from the tops of wave crests, are ejected from the splash of spilling wave crests, and ejected
by bursting bubbles at the top of whitecapping ocean waves (Andreas et al., 1995). The
new sea-salt emission module is based on the parameterisation by Ovadnevaite et al. (2014)
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which encapsulates the wave state of the ocean surface and the sea surface temperature, and
is used in the SSWV experiment (Section 5.1).
The wave state at the ocean surface can be represented by the significant wave height,
HS. Ideally, the coupling of a wave model to GEM-AC such as WAM, would provide HS,
but it can be represented empirically. The empirical relationship given in Mori et al. (2012):
HS = A2u
2
10 + b (4.19)
is used in this work where u10 is the 10-m wind, A2 is a tuning factor, and b is a correction
for swell height. The wind wave part of the wave state generates the ocean whitecaps, and
the bubbles bursting within the whitecaps emit sea-salt particles into the marine boundary
layer. The swell part of the wave state is therefore unnecessary and b is neglected. The A2
factor is adjusted according to the magnitude of u10, following (Mori et al., 2012):
A2 =

0.03 10 < u210 < 60
0.0251 60 < u210 < 120
0.02 u210 > 120
and if u10 < 10 m s
−1 then the SWIN parameterisation is used.
The size dependent sea salt number density fluxes are listed in Table 4.5. Sea salt is
emitted into five size bins and then repartitioned into the M7 size distribution as follows:
i = 1, 2 into the M7 Aitken mode, i = 3, 4 into the accumulation mode, and i = 5 into the
coarse mode. The Reynolds number is given by
ReWH =
C
1/2
D u10HS
νW
viscosity of sea-water is given by the parameterisation by Riisg˚ard and Larsen (2007) which
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is dependent upon the sea surface temperature (SST) output from GEM-AC:
SST = 14.332ν2W − 65.544νW + 73.405.
It should be emphasised that the significant wave height parameterisation neglects fetch,
which is the distance over which wind exerts stress on the water surface. Developing wind
waves are fetch dependent and the parameterised significant wave height by Mori et al. (2012)
essentially encompasses seas which are maximally developed for a given fetch, wind speed,
and wind duration. Therefore, the new sea-salt emission routine should only be used for
longer term model projections.
i Fi( m
−2 s−1)
1 104.5(ReHW − 10−5)0.556
2 0.0442(ReHW − 10−5)1.08
3 149.6(ReHW − 10−5)0.545
4 2.96(ReHW − 10−5)0.79
5 0.51(ReHW − 2× 10−5)0.87
Table 4.5. Sea salt number density fluxes from Ovadnevaite et al. (2014) in five size bins.
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Chapter 5
Modelling Scenarios and Discussions
5.1 Experiment Descriptions
Eight model experiments were performed to document the various new configurations of
aerosol representation for the direct aerosol effect in GEM-AC. The experiments outlined
in Table 5.1. Seven of the experiments (denoted as BASE, LONG, VOLF, DUCO, DUX1,
DUX2, and SSWV) account for the aerosol direct effect and the remaining experiment (de-
noted as NOAH) does not. The control experiment is denoted as BASE, which calls the
aerosol optical property subroutine (Section 4.1) and subsequently feeds the aerosol optical
properties to the CCCma radiative transfer subroutine (Section 3.2). The remaining six ex-
periments (LONG, VOLF, DUCO, DUX1, DUX2, and SSWV) have a single characteristic
different from the BASE case.
The modal partitioning of the emitted and transported aerosols in the BASE experiment
are shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, and is described in Section 3.3. In the BASE experi-
ment, aerosols are assumed to be solubly mixed via the Bruggeman method (Section 4.1.5),
and the soluble and insoluble aerosol optical properties are calculated in four shortwave and
one longwave spectral bands as described in Section 4.1.
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The other six experiments which call the aerosol optical property subroutine are: LONG,
VOLF, DUCO, DUX1, DUX2, and SSWV. These six experiments are identical to the BASE
case but with one particular characteristic in the configuration changed. In LONG, the
aerosol optical properties are calculated in all nine longwave spectral bands that are defined
in GEM-AC (Table 4.2) and are used as input into the CCCma radiation routine (Section 3.2).
In VOLF, mixing of the aerosol species in the four soluble aerosol modes is determined using
the volume fraction mixing method (Section 4.1.5). In DUCO, dust emissions are given by
the AeroCom dataset with 1.4% of the emissions are given to the nonsoluble accumulation
mode and 98.6% are given to the nonsolube coarse mode. In DUX1 and DUX2, the inter-
active dust subroutine described in Section 4.2 is called instead of thle AeroCom emissions.
The optimal dust size for saltation mass flux (D0) is set to 75 µm and 60 µm in DUX1 and
DUX2, respectively, based on Spyrou et al. (2010) and Iversen and White (1982). In SSWV,
sea salt emissions are parameterised with the interactive and sea-state dependent subroutine
described in Section 4.3.
Experiment Description
BASE
Bruggeman mixing; 4 SW + 1 LW spectral bands; AeroCom dust
emission with 10%/90% partition, M7 sea salt emission
NOAH As in BASE but with no aerosol heating effects
LONG As in BASE but for 9 LW spectral bands
VOLF As in BASE but for volume fraction mixing method
DUCO As in BASE but for 1.4%/98.6% partition in dust emission
DUX1 As in BASE but for interactive dust (Section 4.2)
DUX2 As in DUX1 but for D0 = 60 µm
SSWV As in BASE but for sea-state dependent sea salt emissions (Section 4.3)
Table 5.1. List of experiments. Radiative transfer of solar radiation is in the shortwave bands
(SW) and of terrestrial radiation is in the longwave bands (LW) (spectral bands are provided
in Table 4.2.
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5.2 Aerosol Optical Property Distributions
5.2.1 Aerosol Extinction Optical Depth
The 10 m distribution of aerosol extinction optical depth is shown in Figure 5.1. Aerosol
radiative effects are not calculated in the NOAH case and so do not exist in the figure. Large
optical depths are captured over northern Africa, the Middle East, China, eastern North
Atlantic and the North Sea, eastern North America, and over the Antarctic Circumpolar
current.
The placement of the GEM-AC aerosol optical depth over North Africa is more centered
over the continent compared to Stier et al. (2005), Rotstayn et al. (2009), Pringle et al.
(2010), and Wang et al. (2011). For example, in Stier et al. (2005) and Rotstayn et al.
(2009), the larger aerosol optical depth swath extends from roughly 10W to 40W over the
Atlantic Ocean from western Africa. This is also apparent in the comparison of the GEM-AC
aerosol optical properties with two AERONET sites in western Africa (Section 5.2.5).
With respect to the BASE experiment, larger optical depths are observed in the LONG
experiment over central China and north of Lake Chad in central North Africa. The annual
mean column burden of dust is largest over northern Africa, while the column burden of
black carbon is largest over China (Pringle et al., 2010). Dust aerosol has a relatively large
imaginary refractive index in most of the longwave spectral bands (Table 4.2) which makes
it a good absorber of longwave radiation. Likewise, the imaginary refractive index of black
carbon aerosol is mostly 1.0 in the longwave. Since dust and black carbon are good absorbers
at longer wavelengths, the LONG case captures this extra attenuation in the total aerosol
extinction optical depth which is neglected in the other cases.
The zonal average of the aerosol optical depth is provided in Figure 5.2. The zonal av-
erage of the aerosol optical depth is generally higher in the SSWV case in the 20◦N to 50◦N
latitudes. Figure 5.1 shows that the new sea-salt emission routine in the SSWV experiment
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produces a larger optical depth over the eastern North Atlantic around the British Isles, and
over the North Pacific around the Aleutian Islands. The reason for this increase in aerosol
optical depth is unclear. In the southern hemisphere between 50◦S to 60◦S, the zonal average
in SSWV is comparable to that in BASE. In fact, the zonal average in DUCO and DUX1
are higher than that in SSWV. This may be the result of the Ovadnevaite et al. (2014)
parameterisation modulating the sea spray emission over the Antarctic Circumpolar current
which may be overestimated by the SWIN parameterisation in the BASE case due to the
consistently high wind speeds (Allison et al., 2010). Sea salt is emitted in the SWIN pa-
rameterisation as a function of wind speed only and has been shown to overpredict sea salt
emission (de Leeuw et al., 2011) in high wind speeds.
The aerosol optical depths in GEM-AC are comparable to other global models. The spa-
tial placement of the peak in the aerosol optical depth just north of Lake Chad in GEM-AC
output is also shown in Liao et al. (2004), Pringle et al. (2010), Peng et al. (2012) and Pozzer
et al. (2012). The magnitude of the GEM-AC aerosol optical depth is however 0.5 less than
that in Pringle et al. (2010) and 0.3 less than that in Pozzer et al. (2012). Both in Stier
et al. (2005) and Rotstayn et al. (2009), the peak aerosol optical depth in northern Africa
occurs in the west and extends off the coast and over the Atlantic. As another example, over
the eastern United States the GEM-AC aerosol optical depth ranges between 0.08 and 0.1
while Rotstayn et al. (2009) shows that the Australian climate model, CSIRO, gives a range
between 0.16 to 0.32 which they show compares well with observations based on AERONET
and AeroCom. One region that GEM-AC fails to adequately simulate aerosol optical depth
is over India, indicating that at a regional level, aerosol microphysics and emissions need to
be further investigated and improved in GEM-AC.
Pringle et al. (2010) and Pozzer et al. (2012) both use the EMAC model with GMXe mi-
crophysics, but in one instance results in an overprediction of aerosol optical depth compared
to observations and in the other instance, an under prediction. For example, over China the
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average aerosol optical depth in Pozzer et al. (2012) during 2005 to 2008 is mostly between
0.5 to 0.8 which is ∼ 0.4 larger than the optical depth by MISR and MODIS. Meanwhile,
Pringle et al. (2010) underestimate the average aerosol optical depth in 2001: the model
optical depth is roughly between 0.2 to 0.4 which is less than ∼ 0.5 optical depth given by
MODIS. The GISS GCM II’ in Liao et al. (2004) simulates aerosol optical depth over China
in the range 0.3 to 0.5 although does not provide the simulation time period. The GEM-AC
average aerosol optical depth over China is about 0.1 during 2012. Further contrasting the
abilities between models, the CAM5 model does not distinguish China as a large aerosol
optical depth hotspot (Liu et al., 2012) while the ECHAM5-HAM model simulation by Stier
et al. (2005) shows close agreement with observations (MODIS+MISR) over China.
Overall, GEM-AC tends to underestimate aerosol optical depth compared to other global
models but does distinguish regions of larger aerosol optical depths.
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Figure 5.1. 10 m aerosol optical depth averaged over 2012 for BASE, NOAH, VOLF, LONG,
DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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5.2.2 Aerosol Absorption Optical Depth
The 10 m aerosol absorption optical depth is shown in Figure 5.3 and the zonal average is
shown in Figure 5.4. Aerosol absorption optical depth north of Lake Chad in northern Africa
increased roughly 80% in the LONG experiment with respect to the BASE experiment, since
dust is a good absorber in most of the longwave spectral bands and is the primary aerosol
over this region. Overall, the aerosol absorption optical depth is slighly larger in the northern
hemispere in the SSWV compared to the other seven experiments. The SSWV zonal aver-
age of the absorption optical depth in the northern hemisphere is comparable to that in the
LONG experiment, however, only 1 longwave spectral band is used in the SSWV experiment.
Sea salt has a small imaginary refractive index in the shortwave spectral bands and is not
a good absorber (Table 4.2). The solubility of sea salt allows it to easily mix with other
aerosol species such as sulphate, ammonium, nitrate, black carbon, organic carbon, and dust
which could increase absorption of solar radiation. Black carbon in particular is an efficient
absorber in the shortwave and can mix with sea salt in the soluble modes.
In some general regions, the GEM-AC aerosol absorption optical depth is similar to the
ECHAM5-HAM aerosol absorption optical depth presented in Stier et al. (2005). In southern
China, the aerosol absorption optical depth is about 0.005 to 0.01 in ECHAM5-HAM and in
GEM-AC it is about 0.003 to 0.005. In northern China, ECHAM5-HAM absorption optical
depth peaks at 0.05 and GEM-AC peaks at 0.01. Similarly in northern Africa, GEM-AC
simulates an aerosol absorption optical depth of about 0.01 to 0.02 while in ECHAM5-HAM
it is about 0.001 to 0.01. The peak absorption over the African continent in ECHAM5-HAM
occurs over the central coast, whereas in GEM-AC the peak coincides with the peak extinc-
tion optical depth to the north of Lake Chad.
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Figure 5.2. 2012 zonally averaged aerosol optical depth for BASE, NOAH, VOLF, LONG,
DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure 5.3. 10 m aerosol absorption optical depth averaged over 2012 for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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5.2.3 Single-scattering Albedo
The 10 m aerosol single-scattering albedo is shown in Figure 5.5 for each of the eight
experiments. Zonal averages are provided in Figure 5.6. The GISS GCM II’ in (Liao et al.,
2004) and the CAM-CCC AGCM III in Ayash et al. (2008) both simulate a similar single-
scattering distribution to those produced by GEM-AC.
5.2.4 Asymmetry Parameter
Figure 5.7 shows the 10 m distribution of the aerosol aysmmetry parameter. The distri-
butions show that smaller variability exists among the eight experiments than among the
distributions of the other optical properties. Ayash et al. (2008) shows global distributions
over the seasons, where the asymmetry parameter is generally at a minimum of about 0.55 to
0.65 over South America, southern Africa and Australia with higher values generally ranging
between 0.65 to 0.75 over the oceans. The GEM-AC asymmetry parameter agrees well with
the distributions in Ayash et al. (2008).
The zonal averages of the aerosol asymmetry parameter in Figure 5.8 show the vertical
profiles. Forward scattering by aerosols decreases and approaches isotropy at higher model
levels.
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Figure 5.4. 2012 zonally averaged aerosol absorption optical depth for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure 5.5. 10 m aerosol single-scattering albedo averaged over 2012 for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure 5.6. 2012 zonally averaged aerosol single-scattering albedo for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure 5.7. 10 m aerosol asymmetry parameter averaged over 2012 for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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AERONET Site Location Time Period
Calhau, Cape Verde 16.864N, 24.867W December, 2012
Dakar, Senegal 14.394N, 16.959W July & December, 2012
Ispra, Italy 45.803N, 8.627W July, 2012
Table 5.2. 2012 selected AERONET observation sites and the corresponding time periods
used for comparison with GEM-AC
5.2.5 Comparisons to AERONET observations
Selected AERONET Sites and Data
Aerosol optical property data at three AERONET observation sites are compared to
the GEM-AC optical properties. The AERONET site locations and the associated time
period are listed in Table 5.2. AERONET extinction optical depth, absorption optical depth,
single-scattering albedo, and asymmetry parameter at 0.439 µm and 0.675 µm are used in
the comparision to the GEM-AC extinction optical depth, absorption optical depth, single-
scattering albedo, and asymmetry parameter of the model’s first shortwave spectral band
defined in Table 4.2. Specifically, the respective optical properties in the first wavelength
band of GEM-AC (0.2 µm to 0.689 µm) are compared to the average of the 0.439 µm and
0.675 µm AERONET optical properties.
Temporal Collocation
AERONET observations are not periodic and are at different times compared to periodic
GEM-AC output every three hours. It is desirable to have temporal sampling of the model
output at the times of the observations. Schutgens et al. (2016) highlight this importance.
In the GEM-AC and AERONET comparison, the GEM-AC output is temporally collocated
to the respective AERONET observations: only GEM-AC output files that are closest to the
observation time at each AERONET site are selected and used in the comparison.
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Figure 5.8. 2012 zonally averaged aerosol asymmetry parameter for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Spatial Interpolation
After temporally collocating the model to the observations, the GEM-AC output is spa-
tially interpolated to the location of the AERONET site. The NCL NCAR function csa2l
fits a surface to two-dimensional data using a cubic spine interpolation. The csa2l function
is used on the temporally selected GEM-AC output files to determine the GEM-AC value at
the location of the respective AERONET observation sites listed in Table 5.2.
Discussion
In general, GEM-AC under predicts aerosol optical depth with respect to other global
models (Section 5.2.1). With respect to the AERONET observation sites, GEM-AC can
also under predict aerosol optical depth, aerosol absorption optical depth, single-scattering
albedo, and asymmetry parameter depending upong the region. During the time periods
considered, GEM-AC under predicts at the two sites in North Africa, however, at the Euro-
pean site at Ispra, GEM-AC does well with prediction of the aerosol optical depth and tends
to overpredict the aerosol asymmetery parameter.
The two sites at which GEM-AC under predicts aerosol optical properties are Dakar and
Calhau located at the coast and offshore from western North Africa, respectively. Figure 5.1
shows that GEM-AC does not capture the placement of the large optical depths over north-
ern Africa well compared to other global models. Other global models position the larger
optical depths further west over the continent and extending offshore and also further south
towards the Gulf of Guinea (Stier et al., 2005; Rotstayn et al., 2009; Pringle et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2011). In Stier et al. (2005) and Rotstayn et al. (2009) the large optical depth
swath is directly over the Dakar and Calhau AERONET sites.
At Calhau, GEM-AC under predicts larger optical depths and adequately predicts the
lowest optical depths (Figure 5.9a) and the aerosol asymmetry parameter tends to be off by
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9. (a) GEM-AC aerosol optical depth versus AERONET aerosol optical depth, and
(b) GEM-AC aerosol asymmetry parameter versus AERONET aerosol asymmetry parameter
during December 2012 at Calhau, Cape Verde (16.864N, 24.867W).
about 0.1 (Figure 5.9b). At Dakar, GEM-AC does not capture the aerosol optical depth dur-
ing July or December which tend to be large (Figures 5.10a, 5.10b and 5.11a). The GEM-AC
aerosol single-scattering albedo and asymmetry parameter tend to be slightly lower than the
observations (Figure 5.10c, 5.10d, and 5.11b).
GEM-AC seems to perform better at the Ispra AERONET site during July 2012. Fig-
ure 5.12a shows that the GEM-AC aerosol optical depths tend to agree with the AERONET
optical depth at both lower and higher values. However, GEM-AC also has difficulty with the
highest aerosol optical depths at this site too. The highest AERONET optical depths near
0.25 only correspond to GEM-AC values typically between 0.05 to 0.09. In contrast to the
under prediction of the asymmetry parameter at Calhau and Dakar by about 0.1, at Ispra,
GEM-AC tend to overpredicate the aysymmetry parameter by about 0.1 (Figure 5.12b).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.10. (a) GEM-AC aerosol optical depth versus AERONET aerosol optical depth,
(b) GEM-AC aerosol absorption optical depth versus AERONET aerosol absorption opti-
cal depth, (c) GEM-AC aerosol single-scatterying albedo versus AERONET aerosol single-
scattering albedo, and (d) GEM-AC aerosol asymmetry parameter versus AERONET aerosol
asymmetry parameter during July 2012 at Dakar, Senegal (14.394N, 16.959W).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11. (a) GEM-AC aerosol optical depth versus AERONET aerosol optical depth, and
(b) GEM-AC aerosol asymmetry parameter versus AERONET aerosol asymmetry parameter
during December 2012 at Dakar, Senegal (14.394N, 16.959W).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12. (a) GEM-AC aerosol optical depth versus AERONET aerosol optical depth, and
(b) GEM-AC aerosol asymmetry parameter versus AERONET aerosol asymmetry parameter
during July 2012 at Ispra, Italy (45.803N, 8.627E).
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5.2.6 Air Temperature Distributions
Incorporating the aerosol direct effect into GEM-AC impacted the atmospheric temper-
ature. The change in temperature is apparent in the 10 m temperature distribution in
Figure 5.13 and in the zonal average in Figure 5.14. There is a 3.8◦C increase in the an-
nual average 10 m temperature between the NOAH and the BASE expermiments (Table 5.3).
This 3.8◦C temperature change is not due to a difference between industrial and pre-industrial
aerosols within the model, since the NOAH case contains no aerosols (aerosol optical depth
is on the order of ∼ 10−10). Allen and Sherwood (2011) show seasonal JJA and DJF dif-
ferences between the atmospheric temperature changes due to natural and anthropogenic
aerosol (natural + anthropogenic = total aerosol). In that work, the changes range from
−3◦C to 3◦C through the vertical structure of the atmosphere, but are mostly on the order of
0.1◦C to 0.3◦C. Within dust layers, Davidi et al. (2012) shows that dust can exhibit radiative
heating between 2◦C to 4◦C within the layer. Within the vertical structure of the Commu-
nity Atmosphere Model, Allen and Sherwood (2011) show that anthropogenic and natural
(total) aerosols primarily heat the lower atmosphere when sea surface temperatures are fixed
compared to overall cooling of the lower atmosphere when sea surface temperatures are not
fixed and instead vary with a slab ocean model. In GEM-AC, sea surfaces temperatures are
fixed and the number density tends to be underestimated by roughly a factor of 10 in most
regions compared to other models (Section 5.3.1) which are probably contributing factors to
the relatively large atmospheric heating at the 10 m level.
Compared to the difference between the BASE and NOAH zonal averages in Figure 5.14,
there is relatively small variability between the BASE case and the six other experiments.
Variability between the BASE, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV cases is
better observed in the 10 m annual distributions in Figure 5.13. Among the experiments, the
most obvious difference in the 10 m distribution is over the central Atlantic Ocean, extend-
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ing from the Cental African Republic and west towards Brazil, where the air temperature
is simulated to be the highest in the DUX2 and SSWV experiments. However, the global
average 10 m temperature is highest in the DUX1 and DUX2 case experiments (Table 5.3).
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Figure 5.13. 10 m air temperature (◦C) averaged over 2012 for BASE, NOAH, VOLF, LONG,
DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Season CASE
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
Annual 8.3 4.5 8.3 8.4 8.7 8.8 8.4 8.6
DJF 8.5 4.5 8.5 8.8 8.9 8.9 8.6 8.7
MAM 7.4 3.8 7.4 7.3 7.6 8.1 7.4 7.7
JJA 10 6.0 9.9 10 11 10 10 11
SON 9.1 5.1 9.0 9.2 9.6 9.4 9.3 9.4
Table 5.3. 2012 global averages of the 10 m atmospheric temperature (◦C) in the eight
experiments.
5.3 Aerosol Mode and Species Distributions
5.3.1 Modes
The literature presents the aerosol number density at a standard atmospheric pressure
and temperature (1013.25 hPa, 273.15 K). The aerosol number densities calculated in the
aerosol optical property routine are presented here and are the level-dependent atmospheric
pressure and temperature in the model:
Nk =
1000pkNAmk
µRdTair(1 + 0.6w)
(5.1)
where at each model level, Nk is the aerosol number density, NA is Avogadro’s number, pk is
the atmospheric pressure at level k, mk is the species or mode (mol/mol) mixing ratio at level
k, µ is the average (gram) molar mass of air, Rd is the gas constant for dry air, Tair is the air
temperature, and w is the volume mixing ratio of water vapour. In the four internally mixed
modes, the number density of each mode is found using the mixing ratio of each mode. For
the 3 externally mixed modes, the number density of each species in each mode is found using
the mixing ratio of each species in each mode, and subsequently, the number density of each
externally mixed mode is the sum of the species number densities. It is not possible to make
an exact comparison between the literature presentations of the aerosol number densities and
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Figure 5.14. 2012 zonally averaged air temperature (◦C) for BASE, NOAH, VOLF, LONG,
DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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those in Figures D.1 through E.6, because the literature presents aerosol number density at
the standard atmospheric pressure and temperature.
Aerosol number densities are not produced in the NOAH experiment. The aerosol num-
ber calculation is located in the aerosol optical property routine which is not called in the
NOAH case. Aerosol number densities in the four soluble modes (Modes 1 to 4) are provided
in Figures D.1 to D.8. Aerosol number densities in the three insoluble modes (Modes 5 to 7)
are provided in Figures E.1 to E.6.
In general, there are some agreements and some disagreements between the GEM-AC
10 m and zonal average of the insoluble aerosol number densities and those in Zhang et al.
(2010) (ECHAM5-HAM model) and Mann et al. (2010) (GLOMAP-mode model). Overall,
the insoluble aerosol number densities in GEM-AC are most similar to those from Mann
et al. (2010) which uses the GLOMAP-mode model while there tends to be more dissimilar-
ities with Zhang et al. (2010) which uses the ECHAM5-HAM model. Comparing to Mann
et al. (2010), GEM-AC tends to under predict the Aitken insoluble mode and overpredict the
accumulation soluble mode, while there seems to be remarkable agreement with the coarse
insoluble mode number density , including the zonal average.
Comparing the GEM-AC soluble mode aerosol concentrations to those presented in Mann
et al. (2010) and Zhang et al. (2010) indicates that further investigation into the aerosol pro-
cess parameterisations in GEM-AC needs to be performed. The aerosol microphysics module
M7 treats the soluble aerosol processes: equilibrium with water vapour, condensation, nu-
cleation, coagulation, and number/mass transfer among the modes, while wet deposition
is represented using the Comprehensive Air-quaility Model with eXtension (CAMx; CAMx
(2011)) parameterisation. The soluble aerosol number density in the nucleation mode, Aitken
mode, nucleation mode, and coarse mode all tend to be under predicted by GEM-AC. In fact,
the 10 m soluble Aitken and accumulation number density are very similar to the insoluble
Aitken number density which should not be the case.
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Aerosol Mode CASE
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
1 9.6 - 13.0 10.2 12.9 13.9 12.3 12.0
2 8.4 - 8.6 8.3 8.4 8.8 8.4 8.5
3 6.1 - 6.0 6.2 6.2 5.9 6.1 6.3
4 0.63 - 0.57 0.59 0.59 0.58 0.60 0.60
5 2.7 - 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.9
6 3.5 - 3.3 4.3 4.1 3.8 3.9 4.2
7 0.025 - 0.024 0.030 0.030 0.027 0.028 0.030
Table 5.4. 2012 global averages of the aerosol number density (×106 m−3) in the seven M7
aerosol modes and eight experiments.
Yu and Zhang (2011) show that aerosol optical properties are very sensitive to the aerosol
size distribution (a simplified example of how the aerosol heating rates respond to changes
in size distribution is also shown in Appendix C). Specifically, Yu and Zhang (2011) show
that the asymmetry factor, and extinction and scattering coeffients can vary by a factor
of over ∼ 300 from changes in the aerosol distribution’s geometric standard deviation and
geometric mean radius. In addition, they show variations in the the optical properites of up
to 50% from changes in the aerosol real and imaginary refractive indices. The aerosol size
distribution is controlled by numerous aerosol processes: emission, in situ formation, gas-to-
particle conversion, nucleation, coagulation, gravitational settling, dry deposition, and wet
deposition. An investigation into the sensitivity of the aerosol size distribution (and hence
of the aerosol optical properties) on the aerosol processes within GEM-AC is warranted, but
is beyond the objective of this dissertation.
5.3.2 Species
The 10 m and zonal averages of the molar volume mixing ratio of the eight aerosol species
are shown in Appendix F. The aerosol water and sea salt volume mixing ratios are largest
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over the Antarctic Circumpolar current. Strong westerlies drive the Antarctic Circumpolar
current (Allison et al., 2010). Ocean waves and strong winds and are efficient sea spray
emission mechanisms (Section 4.3). Over the arid continental regions, the dust mass volume
mixing ratio is largest since dust emission from Earth’s surface is strongest in these regions
(Section 4.2). High concentrations reach the tropopause (∼ 0.1 sigma level) between about
10N to 30N mostly by strong vertical transport near the Himilayas and are transported
around the tropopause and southward (Fadnavis et al. (2013)).
Annual global load averages of the eight aerosol species are provided in Table 5.5 and the
seasonal averages are provided Table G.5 to G.8. Only the SSWV, DUX1, and DUX2 experi-
ments result in a lower ANO3 global average volume mixing ratio than the BASE experiment.
These three experiments also show the largest increase in 10 m global average temperature
from the BASE experiment (Table 5.3). Nitrate aerosol has significant consequences for
regional air quality due to its solubility and radiative effects (Morgan et al., 2015). Wang
et al. (2010) show that nitrate decreases surface air temperature through both the direct,
indirect, and combined aerosol effects. This would explain the apparent connection between
the global annual temperature increase and nitrate decrease in the SSWV, DUX1, and DUX2
experiments compared to the BASE experiment, however, investigating this in GEM-AC is
beyond the scope of this dissertation. Overall, SSWV results in the most number of aerosol
specie volume mixing ratios to increase relative to the BASE experiment compared to the
other experiments: the volume mixing ratio of every aerosol species except aerosol nitrate
increases in SSWV, and the aerosol sulphate volume mixing ratio essentially does not change.
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Variable CASE
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
ASO4 1.41 1.24 1.40 1.39 1.42 1.46 1.43 1.41
ANH4 0.0734 0.0743 0.0703 0.0716 0.0704 0.0705 0.0715 0.0739
ANO3 1.93 1.82 1.91 2.00 1.91 1.82 1.94 1.89
AH2O 56.5 85.6 55.5 57.0 57.4 55.1 58.0 57.0
AOC 0.925 0.515 0.833 0.889 0.918 0.807 0.884 0.930
ABC 0.111 0.0630 0.101 0.111 0.117 0.102 0.108 0.118
ADU 7.23 5.38 6.86 8.65 8.47 7.63 8.08 8.70
ASEA 13.4 19.3 13.1 13.4 13.5 12.9 13.5 13.6
NO2 18.9 18.4 18.8 18.8 18.8 18.7 18.5 18.7
NO3 0.121 0.108 0.123 0.118 0.123 0.114 0.116 0.109
N2O5 0.0252 0.0305 0.0249 0.0252 0.0234 0.0247 0.0242 0.0250
HNO3 36.7 34.6 36.3 36.1 36.2 36.2 36.6 35.7
O3 18100 17700 18100 18000 18000 18000 18100 18000
OH 0.672 0.671 0.672 0.672 0.672 0.672 0.672 0.671
Table 5.5. Annual global load averages (×10−10 mol mol−1) of aerosol sulphate (ASO4),
aerosol ammonium (ANH4), aerosol nitrate (ANO3), aerosol water (AH2O ), aerosol organic
carbon (AOC ), aerosol black carbon (ABC ), aerosol dust (ADU ), aerosol sea salt (ASEA ),
NO2, NO3, N2O5 , HNO3, O3 , and OH.
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5.4 Example of an Implication for Atmospheric Chem-
istry
Chemical reaction rates in the atmosphere can be controlled by the environmental tem-
perature through the frequency at which collisions between atmospheric molecules occur.
Gas phase molecules can collide with aerosol particles and induce a heterogeneous chem-
ical reaction on the surface of the aerosol. The reaction efficiency of an aerosol particle
with a gas molecule generally depends upon the chemical composition of the aerosol and
the environmental temperature. One of the most important heterogeneous reactions in both
the troposphere and the stratosphere is N2O5 hydrolysis and results from the eight model
experiments on the chemical species involved in the reaction are presented in this section.
5.4.1 Heterogeneous Hydrolysis of N2O5
One of the most important tropospheric and stratospheric chemical reactions is the hydrolysis
of N2O5 (Dentener and Crutzen, 1993). Due to the importance of the reaction variant that
occurs on the surface of aerosols, some general results are described here. The hydrolysis of
N2O5 with water vapour in the gas phase is slow, however, the hydrolysis on the surface
of aerosol particles has been shown to be much faster (Tuazon et al., 1983; Dentener and
Crutzen, 1993). The aerosol uptake of N2O5 is an important sink of the nitrate radical,
NO3, and a major source of aerosol nitrate.
The uptake of N2O5 on atmospheric aerosols can efficiently and indirectly remove NO3
from the gas phase, which significantly impacts both tropospheric and stratospheric chem-
istry. In the stratosphere, the formation of HNO3 from N2O5 hydrolysis is important since
HNO3 is a reservoir of NOx. The N2O5 hydrolysis is represented in GEM-AC by the treat-
ment in the Comprehensive Air-quality Model with eXtension (CAMx; CAMx (2011)). Com-
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paring the BASE experiment which has the direct aerosol effect to the NOAH experiment
which does not have the direct aerosol effect, Figure 5.16 shows that by introducing the
aerosol direct effect into GEM-AC, the amount of N2O5 in the Arctic stratosphere decreases
and the amount in the south pole stratosphere increases. In tropospheric chemistry, N2O5
hydrolysis has a major impact on the NOx cycle. The rate of O3 and aerosol production un-
der high (low) NOx conditions increases (decreases) due to the hydrolysis of N2O5 (Riemer
et al., 2003). The aerosol direct effect in GEM-AC, raises the global average of NO2 and
NO3, and O3 (Table 5.5).
A major product of N2O5 hydrolysis is HNO3. Riemer et al. (2003) showed that HNO3
is potentially a major source of nitrate aerosol. The introduction of aerosol radiative heating
increased the global average of HNO3 by 1 to 2 mol mol
−1 and increased the global average
of ANO3 in all cases except DUX2 (Table 5.5). In northwestern Europe in summertime,
Morgan et al. (2015) showed that in high concentration areas, ammonium nitrate was found
to suppress N2O5 hydrolysis. Aerosol nitrate in the form of ammonium nitrate predomi-
nates submicron modes at continental sites (Putaud et al., 2004). In all eight experiments,
the surface distribution of aerosol nitrate is shown in Figure F.5 and the surface distribution
of the aerosol number density in the soluble nucleation, Aitken, and accumulation modes
in Figures D.1 to D.5. The aerosol direct effect increased the 10 m concentration of N2O5
in Europe and eastern North America (Figure 5.15), however, the global average decreased
(Table 5.5).
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Figure 5.15. 10 m N2O5 volume mixing ratio averaged over 2012 for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure 5.16. 2012 zonally averaged N2O5 volume mixing ratio for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Contributional Objective
Atmospheric aerosols directly and indirectly impact the global climate system, and thus
their radiative effects must be included in global atmospheric chemistry and climate models.
It has been shown in the literature that dust aerosol contributes the most out of all other
aerosol species to the global mean aerosol optical depth since it is a strong scatterer and
absorber of both solar and planetary radiation. Moreover, roughly two thirds of earth’s
surface is covered by ocean that emits sea salt particles which can interact solubly with
atmospheric gases and aerosol water, sulphate, nitrate, ammonium, black carbon, organic
carbon, and dust. It is these three reasons that the objectives of this thesis, ordered by
importance, are:
• Equip GEM-AC with the aerosol direct effect.
• Equip GEM-AC with a dust emission routine that relies on the model meteorology.
• Equip GEM-AC with a new sea salt emission routine that encapsulates ocean wave
state as a function of wind speed and sea surface temperature.
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6.2 Contributional Results
I have implemented the aerosol direct effect in GEM-AC along with several new options
for aerosol representation. I have shown that by not feeding aerosol optical properties into the
model’s radiative transfer routine, the model can underpredict air temperature throughout
the atmosphere even if the aerosol optical properties themselves are underpredicted in the
model. Within the aerosol optical property calculation, I provide two mixing state options
for the soluble modes: volume fraction mixing and Bruggeman mixing. Another option I
have added allows the user to activate aerosol radiative transfer at more than one longwave
spectral band. For the two most abundant aerosol species, I have provided more realistic
emission parameterisations; dust emission can now be interactive and sea salt emission can
now be modulated by sea-state.
6.3 Limitations of this Research
This dissertation shows the necessity of including direct aerosol radiative effects in GEM-
AC. Furthermore, this dissertation provides new options in GEM-AC with the installation
of recent interactive dust and sea salt emission routines which have resulted in improved
simulations in other models.
This dissertation does not claim a superior method in the representation of dust and sea
salt aerosol in GEM-AC. Nor does this dissertation investigate the sensitivity of the aerosol
size distribution to the model microphysics; specifically, the underlaying underprediction of
the aerosol number density is not investigated.
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6.4 Recommendations for Future Work
The aerosol optical depth, absorption optical depth, single-scattering albedo, and asym-
metry parameter are underpredicted by GEM-AC. The tendency for underprediction likely
stems from the inability of GEM-AC to correctly simulate the aerosol number concentra-
tion. The aerosol size distribution is subject to numerous microphysical processes. Aerosol
emission, in situ formation, and atmospheric processing such as gas-to-particle conversion,
coagulation, gravitational settling, dry deposition, and wet deposition all act to characterise
the aerosol size distribution. The differences in the size distribution of the soluble aerosol
modes in GEM-AC compared to other models needs to be addressed, since the aerosol optical
properties are size dependent. A natural direction stemming from this dissertation would be
a sensitivity analysis of the various microphysical processes on the aerosol radiative proper-
ties in GEM-AC. Following a senstivity analysis, improvement in the microphysical processes
within GEM-AC could be made. Subsequently, exploring the best configuration of the newly
implemented dust and sea salt routines in GEM-AC could be explored.
6.5 Final Remark
GEM-AC now has a functioning representation of the aerosol direct radiative effect and
is now equipped with several updated dust and sea salt emission parameterisations, mixing
state schemes and an option for aerosol radiative treatment in more longwave spectral bands.
The use of size dependent aerosol optical properties in the radiative transfer scheme allows
for more accurate chemistry and climate simulations in GEM-AC applications. Dust emission
dependent on model meteorology is now an option, as opposed to the AeroCom benchmark
emission dataset. Another implemented option is wave-encapsulated wind and sea surface
temperature dependent emission of sea salt, as opposed to emission which depends only on
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wind speed. With a wider range of options now available in GEM-AC, there is a wider range
of applicable scenarios in which it can be used.
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Appendices
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Appendix A
Motivation and Background of
Atmospheric Dust Modelling on Mars
Dust is the major aerosol species in the Martian atmosphere, playing an important role
in Mars’ radiation budget and influencing the radiative flux at all wavelengths. Dust ab-
sorbs and scatters in both the visible and infrared while simultaneously emitting thermal
infrared energy. Dust affects both the incoming solar energy and outgoing thermal infrared
energy, and plays a major role in the atmospheric circulation of Mars by inducing temper-
ature changes which alter pressure gradients. Implementation of the dust cycle, complete
with lifting, a size distribution, transport, interaction with the water cycle and heating is an
important goal for Mars Global Climate Models (GCMs). In order to completely account
for the effect of dust on GCM temperatures, the optical properties of radiatively active dust
must be calculated based on the size distribution. The 3D physical processes listed above
impacting dust induce spatial variations of the size distribution which may impact the heat-
ing rates. It is therefore pertinent to examine fundamentally how dust heating changes with
the dust size model parameters.
Beginning with the first major numerical papers on dust storms, Gierasch and Goody
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(1973) and Haberle et al. (1982), the basic dynamic response to radiatively active dust during
dust storm conditions is well-known by chain causality: dust absorbs solar energy, temper-
ature increases, pressure decreases, intensification of vertical ascent through convective and
diffusive processes, and dust transportation to higher latitudes by the meridional circulation.
The major climate modeling studies on dust transport and storms in recent years include
those by Basu et al. (2004), Basu et al. (2006), Kahre et al. (2006), Kahre et al. (2008),
Madeleine et al. (2011), and Newman et al. (2005). Rafkin et al. (2011) provide insight into
the positive radiative and dynamic feedback of dust during all stages of a dust storm, adding
to the earlier work in Rafkin (2009) on Wind Enhanced Interaction of Radiation and Dust.
Dust is initially lifted by wind into the atmosphere where solar energy absorption by dust
locally increases the atmospheric temperature. The increase in low-level temperature reduces
the pressure and amplifies the pressure gradient. The accelerated surface wind injects more
dust into the atmosphere, enhancing the initial dust lifting. Rafkin et al. (2011) additionally
find that during the initial and mature stages of a dust storm, large dust concentrations can
be contained in the lowest layers even with cumulative optical depths as large as τ ∼ 5.
The large dust concentration causes an increased intensity of solar energy absorption, which
increases temperature and enhances the thermal infrared energy emission. The lower the
vertical extent of the large dust concentration, the more intense the solar absorption and
thermal infrared emission.
Measurements by imagers and infrared sounders indicate that dust is not always dis-
tributed uniformly thoughout the atmospheric column and varies with space and time. Dust
can be confined to the lower atmosphere, or its concentration can be vertically extensive
reaching up to 75 km in equatorial regions during dust storms (Jaquin et al., 1986; Cantor,
2007). In polar regions, dust tends to reside in the lower layers. McCleese et al. (2010) ob-
serve equinoctial and solstitial modes in the latitudinal vertical distribution. At equinox, dust
reaches high altitudes over the tropics as a result of a Hadley-like circulation with decreasing
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altitude-penetration toward the poles, while at solstice, high-altitude dust is also observed
over the tropics with much less dust in the atmosphere at mid- (to perhaps polar-) latitudes
in the winter hemisphere and moderate altitude-penetration near the summer pole. Simple
vertical dust distributions based on the original profile of the dust mass mixing ratio of Con-
rath (1975) have typically been used in most Mars GCMs (e.g., Forget et al., 1999; Moudden
and McConnell, 2005) to account for the vertical variation of dust. As noted above, however,
the size distribution and vertical distribution of dust on Mars is expected to be temporally
and spatially variable, and they are thus critical sources of uncertainty in many Mars GCMs.
There are few papers to date which are dedicated solely to the topic of atmospheric dust
heating on Mars. General aspects of dust radiative heating, from quantitative temperature
responses to impacts on the local and meridional circulation, can be inferred from the nu-
merous papers on retrievals, parameterizations, and GCM modeling of the optical properties,
distribution, and transport of dust, but the non-trivial nature of radiative dust heating pro-
motes in-depth and basic study of its own. Two of the first Martian dust heating papers
are by Zurek (1978) who used the δ-Eddington approximation, and by Davies (1979) who
used Monte Carlo multiple-scattering, for heating simulations in the short wavelength bands,
but these papers did not consider radiative transfer in the long wavelength bands. With
thermal emission spectra Santee and Crisp (1993) developed a technique to simultaneously
estimate atmospheric dust loading and surface and atmospheric temperatures, providing the
first self-consistent global view of dust optical depths and temperature profiles. Fuerstenau
(2006) looked at the dynamic link between dust devils and solar absorption, and suggested
that the additional buoyancy provided by the absorption of solar radiation within a plume is
an explanation for the prevalence of large-scale dust devils. Dust radiative heating in GCM
studies generally assumes that dust is well-mixed and in thermal equilibrium with the back-
ground atmosphere so that the remaining solar energy not attenuated by dust is attenuated
by atmospheric gases such as CO2. Decoupling of the dust and gas temperatures at higher
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alitudes occurs at a given pressure, dependent upon dust particle size, and will affect the
heating by all atmospheric constituents (Goldenson et al., 2008).
Development of interactive dust modelling has recently begun in Mars GCMs (Basu et al.,
2004, 2006; Kahre et al., 2006, 2008; Madeleine et al., 2011; Newman et al., 2002a,b; Wilson
et al., 2008) to account for the spatial and temporal distribution, building upon the ear-
lier modelling studies which incorporated uniform atmospheric dust (Haberle et al., 1982,
1993). Dust transport simulations performed by Basu et al. (2006), Kahre et al. (2008),
Newman et al. (2002b), and Wilson et al. (2008) had revealed the possibility of upper-level
dust layers. The most recent observations from the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) aboard the
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) have shown that the vertical distribution of dust can
have upper-level dust maximums (ULDMs) (McCleese et al., 2010; Heavens et al., 2011a,b).
Heavens et al. (2011b) provide an analysis of retrieved dust opacity profiles from the MCS
revealing high-altitude maximums in the dust mass mixing ratio over the tropics during
most of northern spring and summer. In the southern spring and summer, their observations
indicate dust concentration decreasing with altitude. These new insights into the vertical
distribution of dust and the persisting, critical uncertainty in the spatial variation of the
size distribution, lead to the question of how the dust heating rates respond to the size and
vertical distributions of dust.
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Appendix B
Simple Column Model of Dust in the
Mars Atmosphere
B.1 The Size and vertical distribution
Analytic size distributions of dust in the Martian atmosphere are often represented as
modified-gamma or log-normal with the first two moments, the effective radius (Reff ) and
the effective variance (νeff ), characterizing the distribution. Based upon the characteristics
of Brownian coagulation and sandblasting Montmessin et al. (2002) suggest that dust mod-
elling in Mars GCMs is better represented by a log-normal size distribution. Regarding dust
aerosol on Earth, Kok (2011) finds that the measured dust aerosol distribution is scale invari-
ant and in better agreement with a distribution describing fragmentation of brittle materials
than with a log-normal distribution. In this study involving Mars dust aerosol, dust particles
with radii r = 0.1 − 5.0 µm are considered and a log-normal size distribution is employed,
viz.,
dN
d ln(r/r0)
=
Nt(z)√
2pi lnσν
exp
[
− (ln(r/r0)− ln(r/r0))
2
2(lnσν)2
]
(B.1)
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where Nt(z) is the total number of dust particles per unit volume at height z, r is the dust
particle radius, r0 is an arbitrary reference radius taken to be 1 µm, r is the median radius,
and σν is the geometric standared deviation. As input to the distribution, the effective radius
and effective variance are the first two moments of the distribution and are related to the me-
dian radius and geometric standard deviation as νeff = e
(lnσν)2−1, and Reff = r(1+νeff )5/2.
Most of the presented analysis assumes that the effective radius and effective variance are
constant with height, however, the impact that a linearly decreasing Reff and νeff with
height have on the heating rates is discussed in Section C.4. A remaining input parameter
is the dust mass mixing ratio at the surface, qt(z = 0), from which the vertical profile of the
dust is extended via a scaling factor (α): qt(z) = α(z)qt(0).
The mixing ratio profiles that are considered here (Figure B.1(a)) are intended to reflect
the mixing ratio profiles of Newman et al. (2002b), Heavens et al. (2011a), and Heavens et al.
(2011b). One classic dust profile, the Conrath profile (Conrath, 1975), is included in the com-
parison. The mixing ratio profiles converted to total dust number density are shown in B.1(b).
B.2 Optical Properties
B.2.1 Mie scattering
Particle interaction with radiation either scatters or absorbs some fraction of the incident
energy impinging on the particle. The total extinction from scattering and absorption of the
incident radiation per cross-sectional area of the particle is called the extinction efficiency:
Qe = Qs +Qa, (B.2)
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Figure B.1. Profiles of the (a) dust mass mixing ratio and (b) total dust number concentra-
tion, for the dust scenarios ULDM1-ULDM5 having dust maxima at 30 km, 25 km, 20 km,
15 km, and 10 km, respectively, which are 3× the surface mass mixing ratio (3qt(0)). The
ULDM5 profile is also extended to have a mass mixing ratio maximum of 6qt(0) (brown
dashed curve). The Conrath profile is described by qt(z) = qt(0) exp(0.007[1 − p(0)/p]),
where in our case p(0) = 700 mb. Reff = 1.7 µm, νeff = 0.3, ε = 0.9, TG = 260 K, and the
cumulative dust optical depth at the surface is unity. Note that the number concentrations
in (b) are shown as a function of altitude with 5-km incremental height levels shown.
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where Qs and Qa are likewise the extinction efficiencies from scattering and absorption,
respectively. The basis of Mie theory allows for the exact calculation of the extinction and
scattering efficiencies for spherical particles which interact elastically with radiation:
Qe(r, λ) =
2
α2
∞∑
k=1
(2k + 1)Re(ak + bk) (B.3)
Qs(r, λ) =
2
α2
∞∑
k=1
(2k + 1)(|ak|2 + |bk|2). (B.4)
The Mie scattering coefficients, ak and bk, are functions of the size parameter (α = 2pir/λ)
and the refractive index of dust (n = nr−ni), and are computed recursively in Mie scattering
code adopted from Wiscombe (1979) which has downward and upward recursive conditions.
The code also takes into account the small-particle limit (|n|α ≤ 0.1) and no absorption
limit (ni → 0). The real and imaginary dust refractive indices are from Wolff and Clancy
(2003) for wavelengths 0.2 to 0.6 µm and 3.0 to 200.0 µm, and from Wolff et al. (2009) for
wavelengths 0.6 to 3.0 µm. Figure B.2 shows nr and ni as a function of wavelength. The Mie
scattering code exists as a subroutine within the column model looping over 50 dust radius
sizes ranging from r = 0.1 to 5.0 µm in increments of 0.1 µm and 126 wavelengths within
the range 0.2 to 200.0 µm.
B.2.2 Optical depth
The dust optical depth is the attenuation of radiation by a factor of e due to the scattering
and absorption by dust aerosols through the vertical column. For a given wavelength and
dust size the dust optical depth is
τ¯(r, λ, z) =
∫ ∞
z
σe(r, λ)n(r, z)dz (B.5)
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Figure B.2. Real and imaginary refractive indices of Mars dust.
where σe(r, λ) = pir
2Qe(r, λ) is the extinction cross-section and n(r, z) is the number of dust
particles per unit volume (Eq. B.1).
The radiative transfer calculation is carried out over two shortwave bands, λ1 = 0.2 to 0.5 µm
and λ2 = 0.5 to 5.0 µm, and over three longwave bands, λ3 = 5.0 to 11.5 µm, λ4 = 11.5 to 20.0 µm,
and λ5 = 20.0 to 200.0 µm, and the size distribution of dust radii r = 0.1 to 5.0 µm. Thus,
an extinction cross-section representative of each wavelength band is required for the distri-
bution. Following Forget (1998) the extinction and scattering efficiencies of each dust size
are averaged over each of the 5 wavelength bands as
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Q¯e,s(r, λ) =
∫ λb
λa
B(λ)Qe,s(r, λ)dλ∫ λb
λa
B(λ)dλ
(B.6)
where in the shortwave bands B(λ) represents the solar radiance (T = 6000 K) and in the
longwave bands B(λ) represents Mars’ blackbody intensity at the surface (T = 215 K), and
λa and λb are the limits of the given wavelength band, i.e., λa = 0.21 µm and λb = 0.5 µm
for the λ1 band. Then, weighting the extinction cross-section and scattering efficiency over
the size distribution gives the required properties:
σ¯e(RP , λ, z) =
rb∑
r=ra
n(r, z)pir2σ¯e(r, λ)
rb∑
r=ra
n(r, z)pir2
and (B.7)
Q¯s(RP , λ, z) =
rb∑
r=ra
n(r, z)pir2Q¯s(r, λ)
rb∑
r=ra
n(r, z)pir2
, (B.8)
where ra and rb are the lower and upper bounds of the size distribution, i.e., ra = 0.1 µm
and rb = 5.0 µm. The dust optical depth of the distribution in each wavelength band is then
τ(RP , λ, z) =
∫ ∞
z
σ¯e(RP , λ, z)
rb∑
r=ra
n(r, z)dz. (B.9)
B.2.3 Single-scattering albedo
The fraction of extinction by scattering of incident radiation impinging on a particle is
the single-scattering albedo:
ω(r, λ) =
Qs(r, λ)
Qe(r, λ)
. (B.10)
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The single-scattering albedo as a function of dust radius (r) and wavelength (λ) is shown in
Fig. B.3a. At wavelengths 0.5 to 5.0 µm there is generally strong scattering and weak absorp-
tion corresponding to the relatively low values of the imaginary refractive index (Fig. B.2),
except at about 3 µm where a spike in ni means more radiative absorption by a dust particle.
And of course, smaller dust particles are more efficient at scattering radiation with a wave-
length comparable to the dust radius. Fig. B.3c shows the band-averaged single-scattering
albedo (Forget, 1998) for each dust radius size:
ω¯(r, λ) =
∫ λb
λa
B(λ)Qe(r, λ)ω(r, λ)dλ∫ λb
λa
B(λ)Qe(r, λ)dλ
, (B.11)
however, the band-averaged single-scattering albedo of the size distribution is found using
the typical relation, the fraction of the total extinction due to scattering:
ω¯(RP , λ, z) =
rb∑
r=ra
n(r, z)pir2Q¯s(r, λ)
rb∑
r=ra
n(r, z)pir2Q¯e(r, λ)
(B.12)
where n(r, z) is the size distribution (Eq. B.1), and Q¯e(r, λ) and Q¯s(r, λ) are the band-
averaged extinction and scattering efficiencies in Eq. B.6. The single-scattering albedo of the
distribution for each wavelength band and configuration of the size distribution is shown in
Table B.1.
B.2.4 Asymmetry parameter
The asymmetry parameter (g) is the first moment of the angular distribution of scattered
energy (the phase function, P (Φ)). It represents the relative direction of scattering by a
particle: strong-forward scattering as g → 1, strong backward scattering as g → −1, and
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Figure B.3. (a) Single-scattering albedo (ω(r, λ)), and (b) asymmetry parameter (g(r, λ))
at each of the 50 dust radii and 113 wavelengths, and (c) band-averaged single-scattering
albedo ω¯(r, λ), and (d) band-averaged asymmetry parameter (g¯(r, λ)) for wavelength bands
λ1 = 0.21 to 0.5 µm, λ2 = 0.5 to 5.0 µm, λ3 = 5.0 to 11.5 µm, λ4 = 11.5 to 20.0 µm, and
λ5 = 20.0 to 200.0 µm.
isotropic scattering for g = 0. In terms of the Mie scattering coefficients (Wiscombe, 1979),
g =
4
Qsα2
∞∑
k=1
[
k(k + 2)
k + 1
Re(aka
∗
k+1 + bkb
∗
k+1) +
2k + 1
k(k + 1)
Re(akb
∗
k)
]
(B.13)
and is shown in Fig. B.3b as a function of r and λ. The strongest forward scattering is
observed at wavelengths 0.21 to 0.5 µm and g tends to increase with increasing dust radius.
As with the other optical properties, the asymmetry parameter is band-averaged as
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g¯(r, λ) =
∫ λb
λa
B(λ)Qe(r, λ)ω(r, λ)g(r, λ)dλ∫ λb
λa
B(λ)Qe(r, λ)ω(r, λ)dλ
(B.14)
and shown in Fig. B.3d. The weighted mean of g¯ over the size distribution is
g¯(RP , λ, z) =
rb∑
r=ra
n(r, z)pir2g¯(r, λ)
rb∑
r=ra
n(r, z)pir2
(B.15)
where n(r, z) is the size distribution (Eq. B.1), and g¯(r, λ) is the band-averaged assymetry
parameter in Eq. B.14. The resulting asymmetry factor for each wavelength band and size
distribution configuration are shown in Table B.1.
B.3 Radiative transfer parameterization
Interaction of dust particles with the sources of radiation are different in shortwave and
longwave spectra and so calculation of radiative transfer requires that different methods be
used at short and long wavelengths. In the shortwave, solar radiation is scattered and ab-
sorbed by dust. Depending upon the dust size and wavelength, attenuation of solar radiation
is mostly by scattering. Within the second shortwave band, λ2, ω is largest (Fig. B.3a,c)
and is larger for the smaller dust particles. A distribution with a smaller effective radius will
have a larger number of smaller dust sizes, and so the distribution’s single-scattering albedo
will also be larger within λ1 and λ2 (Table B.1). While less absorption takes place in the
λ2 band, absorption can be important in the λ1 band, where ω < 0.6 for r > 1.0 µm and in
particular, the single-scattering albedo of the Reff = 1.7 µm and 2.0 µm dust distributions
are ∼ 0.58. Dust particles are also greybodies, emitting energy in the thermal infrared and
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λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5
Reff = 1.4 µm, νeff = 0.3
ω 0.7106 0.9364 0.3626 0.2193 0.1081
g 0.8539 0.7300 0.3276 0.1728 0.0554
Reff = 1.7 µm, νeff = 0.3
ω 0.6882 0.9265 0.4023 0.2574 0.1360
g 0.8699 0.7431 0.4053 0.2285 0.0753
Reff = 2.0 µm, νeff = 0.3
ω 0.6711 0.9181 0.4303 0.2859 0.1585
g 0.8811 0.7541 0.4688 0.2788 0.0945
Reff = 1.7 µm, νeff = 0.2
ω 0.6891 0.9277 0.3889 0.2375 0.1176
g 0.8703 0.7400 0.3931 0.2109 0.0671
Reff = 1.7 µm, νeff = 0.4
ω 0.6884 0.9259 0.4100 0.2689 0.1469
g 0.8689 0.7443 0.4115 0.2387 0.0804
Table B.1. The single-scattering albedo (ω) and asymmetry factor (g) of each size distribution
configuration within each wavelength band: λ1 = 0.2 to 0.5 µm, λ2 = 0.5 to 5.0 µm, λ3 =
5.0 − 11.5 µm, λ4 = 11.5 to 20.0 µm, and λ5 = 20.0 to 200.0 µm. For clarity the optical
properties for the linearly decreasing Reff and νeff cases are not shown since they are height
dependent (see Sections B.3.1 and C.4).
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simultaneously absorbing emitted thermal infrared radiation from the planet’s surface. At
infrared wavelengths radiative scattering by dust tends to be small (Fig. B.3a) and isotropic
(Fig. B.3b). Multiple-scattering, however, can also be important in the longwave bands, par-
ticularly for larger dust sizes where ω can be as large as 0.6 (Fig. B.3c) and scattering is less
isotropic (Fig. B.3d). Two parameterizations are used in this research which both account
for multiple-scattering in an atmosphere composed of a series of homogeneous dust layers:
two-stream quadrature for solar radiation and a combined two- and four- stream solution for
thermal infrared radiation. Both solutions are extended to an inhomogeneous atmosphere
using the tri-diagonal method.
B.3.1 The dust layers
The configuration of the dust layers along with the upward and downward source and
emergent fluxes are shown in Figure 2.1. The dust column is a series of 80 homogenous, 1 km
thick dust layers. The air temperature is given a linear lapse rate, decreasing from 260 K at
the surface to 175 K at 80 km.
The optical properties of each size bin can be layer-dependent since they are a function of
the dust distribution. When Reff and νeff are constant with height, the size distribution in
Eq. B.1 does not vary with height (except for the scaling by Nt(z)) and the optical properties
are therefore constant with height. On the other hand, when Reff and νeff vary with height,
the single-scattering albedo (ωn) and asymmetry parameter (gn) will be different for each n
(Eq. B.1, Eq. B.12 and Eq. B.15).
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B.3.2 The similarity principle
Scattering by dust can be strongly peaked in the forward direction which can lead to
inaccurate fluxes from a layer when there is significant absorption by dust (Liou, 2002).
Since multiple scattering is not neglected in this research, the fraction of scattered energy in
the forward peak must be removed from the optical properties. Doing so essentially adjusts
for the first-order approximation of the phase function which can be inadaquate with large g.
The adjustment of ω, g, and τ incorporates the second moment of the phase function which
(i) is the fraction of scattered energy in the forward peak and (ii) is neglected in the expansion
in the first-order expansion of the phase function. For simplicity, and although the Henyey-
Greenstein phase function is not explicity used, the second-moment of the phase function is
assumed to be g2 so that the adjusted asymmetry parameter can be simply represented as
g
′
= g/(1+g). Additionally, the adjusted single-scattering albedo is ω
′
= [ω(1−g2)]/(1−ωg2)
and the adjusted optical thickness is τ
′
= τ(1− ωg2).
B.3.3 Two-Stream Quadrature
Solar radiative transfer is computed using two-stream quadrature. The method in Toon
et al. (1989) extends the two-stream quadrature solution of a homogeneous layer to a series
of homogeneous layers using the tridiagonal solution technique. The algorithm used in this
research to compute the shortwave fluxes is presented in detail in Toon et al. (1989) and will
not be re-presented here.
B.3.4 Two- and Four- Stream Combination Solution
The two- and four- stream combination approximation in Fu et al. (1997) is used to
calculated thermal infrared radiative transfer in which multiple-scattering is not neglected.
The method uses the two-stream quadrature scheme to solve the source function allowing
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calculation at each level interface of the upward and downward intensities for 4 streams,
and then applying double Gauss quadrature for the radiative fluxes. Since their paper does
not explicity detail the method for an inhomogeneous atmosphere, the fundamentals of the
tridiagonal two- and four- stream combination solution is presented in this section.
For each homoegeneous layer the solution of the source function using two-stream quadra-
ture is given in Fu et al. (1997). Thus, for a given stream µ, the upward intensity at the top
of layer n (τ = 0) is
In(0, µ) = In(τn, µ)e
−τn/µ +
Gn
knµ− 1
(
e−τn/µ − e−knτn
)
(B.16)
+
Hn
knµ+ 1
[
1− e−τn(kn+1/µ)
]
+
ζn
1− µβn
[
B(0)−B(τn)e−τn/µ
]
,
and the downward intensity at the bottom of layer n (τ = τn) is
In(τn,−µ) = In(0,−µ)e−τn/µ + Jn
knµ+ 1
[
1− e−τn(kn+1/µ)
]
(B.17)
+
Kn
knµ− 1
(
e−τn/µ − e−τnkn
)
+
ηn
1 + µβn
[
B(τn)−B(0)e−τn/µ
]
,
where the k, G, H, J , K, ζ, and η parameters are listed in Table B.2, and the Planck
function is approximated exponentially with B(τ) = B(0)eβτ , β = (1/τn) ln[B(τn)/B(0)].
The coefficients Y1n and Y2n are determined by applying boundary conditions and applying
the tridiagonal solution technique to the system of general two-stream radiative transfer
solutions (of each layer):
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Parameter Expression
γ1n D
[
1− ωn
2
(1 + gn)
]
γ2n
Dωn
2
(1− gn)
kn (γ
2
1n − γ22n)1/2
Γn
γ1n−kn
γ2n
Gn
Y1n+Y2n
pi
(
1− kn
D
)
Hn
Γn(Y1n−Y2n)
pi
(
1 + kn
D
)
Jn
Γn(Y1n+Y2n)
pi
(
1 + kn
D
)
Kn
Y1n−Y2n
pi
(
1− kn
D
)
ζn (1− ωn)
(
1 + (Dωn)(γ1n+γ2n+gnβn)
k2n−β2n
)
ηn (1− ωn)
(
1 + (Dωn)(γ1n+γ2n−gnβn)
k2n−β2n
)
Table B.2. Parameters used in the Two- and Four- Stream Combination parameterization
with D = 2 as the diffusivity factor.
F+n (τ) = Y1n
[
e−kn(τn−τ) + Γne−knτ
]
+ Y2n
[
e−kn(τn−τ) − Γne−knτ
]
(B.18a)
+
D(1− ω)piB(τn)
k2n − β2n
(γ1n + γ2n + βn)
F−n (τ) = Y1n
[
Γne
−kn(τn−τ) − e−knτ
]
+ Y2n
[
Γne
−kn(τn−τ) − e−knτn
]
(B.18b)
+
D(1− ω)piB(τn)
k2n − β2n
(γ1n + γ2n − βn)
with the boundary conditions:
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F−1 (0) = 0 (B.19)
F+N (τN) = σF
−
N (τN) + piB(τN)
F+n (τn) = F
+
n+1(0)
F−n (τn) = F
−
n+1(0),
where σ is the surface albedo and  = 1− σ is the surface emissivity. The algorithm for the
explicit determination of the set of Y1n and Y2n is given in Toon et al. (1989).
The upward and downward intensities in each layer (Eq. B.16 and B.17) are calculated
with the streams µ1 = 0.2113248 and µ2 = 0.7886752, and the weights a1 = a2 = 0.5. By
employing double Gauss quadrature, the upward and downward fluxes at each τ level are
F±(τ) = pi
[
µ1I(τ,±µ1) + µ2I(τ,±µ2)
]
. (B.20)
B.3.5 Interpretation of the results
The heating and cooling of the Martian atmosphere due to dust is a complex process
involving lifting processes, gravitational sedimentation, ice formation, size-dependent solar
absorption and scattering, and size-dependent thermal infrared absorption, scattering, and
emission. This study helps clarify some of the impacts not always addressed by GCM studies.
The calculations explore and anticipate possible heating processes that may be encountered
in developing 3-D interactive dust models. As such, dust is the only constituent considered in
the atmospheric column; if the column were dust-free, the shortwave and longwave radiative
fluxes would be constant throughout the atmospheric column and the heating rates would
be zero at each level.
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The context in which the heating of the atmospheric column is explored must be noted.
To first order the ground acts as an external energy source within the longwave spectral bands
and the sun as an external energy source within the shortwave spectral bands. The heating
rate responses to dust in a perturbed atmospheric column which is fixed in time and has
not adjusted to thermal equilibrium are presented. Provision of the convectively-adjusted
radiative equilibrium column temperatures does not clarify the results since the objective
here is to compare and contrast the instantaneous heating effects. The heating rates should
thus be regarded as tendencies in the heating responses to dust and not as resultant heating.
The shortwave, longwave, and net heating rates are presented in Sections C.1 to C.5 but
note that at night only the longwave heating and cooling will occur. Given that the ground
and atmospheric temperatures can be much cooler at night, Section C.6 is included which
discusses the results for nighttime ground temperatures with a linear decrease in atmospheric
temperature from 105 K at 80 km to 190 K at 0 km. The magnitude of the thermal infrared
cooling will be smaller under nighttime conditions, however, I will show that in both dust
profiles the impacts of the nighttime ground temperature on the heating rates tend to be
larger in magnitude than the daytime impacts.
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Appendix C
Radiative Heating and Cooling of
Mars Dust Aerosol
Each differential dust layer (δz)n = zn−1 − zn has an associated heating rate from the
interaction of dust aerosol with radiation:
(
∂T
∂t
)
n
= − 1
ρnCP
(δF )n
(δz)n
(C.1)
where ρn is the density of the atmospheric layer and CP = 860 m
2s−2K−1 (Leovy, 2001) is
the Mars atmosphere specific heat at constant pressure. The net flux density divergence of
each layer is
−(δF )n
(δz)n
= −(F
−
n − F+n )− (F−n−1 − F+n−1)
(δz)n
(C.2)
with F−n − F+n being the net flux of layer n. The emergent radiative fluxes from the defined
layers are depicted in Fig. 2.1.
Dust heating and cooling can be discussed in terms of the magnitude. In this work,
maximum cooling refers to the maximum cooling rate, that is, the lowest negative heating
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rate value. Likewise, a maximum heating refers to the highest positive heating rate value.
Moreover, cooling refers to a negative heating rate and heating refers to a positive heating
rate such that a decrease in cooling refers to change from a more negative heating rate to a
less negative heating rate, and a decrease in heating refers to change from a more positive
heating rate to a less positive heating rate.
C.1 Heating rates of upper-level dust maximum
scenarios
Vertical distributions of the total mass mixing ratio and dust number concentration con-
taining upper level dust maximums (ULDMs) are shown in Figure B.1. The mass mixing
ratio profiles ULDM1-ULDM5 contain a peak mixing ratio which is 3× the surface mass
mixing ratio. The Conrath profile is also considered and as noted earlier is historically the
common form used in past GCM modelling studies. All of the profiles shown yield a unit
optical depth at the surface. The shortwave, longwave, and net (shortwave + longwave)
heating rates of each dust profile are provided in the top panel of Figure C.1.
The respective shortwave, longwave, and net flux density divergence profiles are shown
in the bottom panel of Figure C.1. Figures C.1(d,e) show that maximum absorption of solar
energy and maximum absorption of thermal infrared energy occur at roughly the same height
at which the total number concentration is a maximum. While the net thermal infrared emis-
sion offsets the net solar absorption, the maxima in the net flux density divergence (that is,
the level at which the energy gain is a maximum within the respective dust profile) occur
near the level at which there is a maximum in the dust number density within the column.
The heating maxima roughly correspond to the divergence maxima in the lower layers, but in
the upper layers the heating maxima result from the decrease of the background atmospheric
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density with increasing height:
(∂T/∂t)n = (1/ρCP )(−∂F netn /∂zn), (C.3)
where the subscript n represents each layer.
Increasing the amount of atmospheric dust increases the amount of attenuation of the in-
cident solar and thermal infrared fluxes and the amount of thermal infrared emission by dust.
Figure C.2 shows shortwave, longwave, and net (shortwave + longwave) heating rates for the
UDLM1 and Conrath dust profiles for total optical depths at the surface of 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0.
In the Conrath profile the height of maximum deposition of solar energy, τM , is controlled
to first order by τM ∼ cos(θ0), where θ0 is the solar zenith angle. A larger optical depth
increases both the amount of solar energy absorption and the height of maximum deposition
since under larger dust loading conditions, τM ∼ cos(θ0) will occur at higher altitudes. Within
the ULDMs, however, the maximum deposition of solar energy generally occurs at the dust
number density maximum (Figure B.1(b) and Figure C.1(d)) under all optical depths (not
shown). Thermal infrared emission by dust also increases with dust opactiy, offsetting the
absorption of solar energy in each dust profile, but absorption of solar energy is stronger than
the thermal infrared emission and so there is increased net heating with increased column
opacity.
The amount of dust in the upper atmospheric layers can have a profound impact on the
radiative heating in the upper layers. As shown in Figure C.1, the higher a dust layer, the
larger the heating because of the background atmospheric density. Increasing the dust num-
ber density in the upper layers in the ULDM profile, while keeping the total vertical optical
depth constant, can also dramatically increase the upper layer heating. Increasing the mass
mixing ratio at 10 km from 1.43×10−5 kg/kg to 1.90×10−5 kg/kg increases the maximum net
heating rate (which occurs at 6 km) from 12.7 K/sol to 26.1 K/sol (Figure C.1(c)). Hence, a
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dust layer in the upper atmosphere from either dust storm activity, boundary layer circula-
tion, topographical influences, or scavenging processes (Heavens et al., 2011a) can potentially
produce significant heating in the atmosphere. Mars GCMs that do not have an interactive
dust scheme are likely to neglect the upper-layer heating which can be dynamically impor-
tant. The circulations induced by dust heating can feed back and drive the atmospheric dust
transport.
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Figure C.1. Profiles of the (a) shortwave heating rate, (b) longwave heating rate, (c) net
heating rate, (d) shortwave flux density divergence, (e) longwave flux density divergence, and
(f) net flux density divergence, for the dust scenarios described in Figure B.1. Reff = 1.7 µm,
νeff = 0.3, ε = 0.9, TG = 260 K, and the cumulative dust optical depth at the surface is
unity. For clarity, the divergences in the lower panel are shown as a function of pressure with
5-km incremental height levels shown.
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Figure C.2. a) Shortwave, (b) longwave, and (c) net heating rates of the ULDM1 (solid)
and the Conrath (dashed) dust profiles for a total vertical optical depth at the surface of 1.0,
2.0 and 5.0. Reff = 1.7 µm, νeff = 0.3, ε = 0.9, TG = 260 K.
C.2 Sensitivities to the ground temperature and
surface emissivity
In the context of this work, the relationship between the upward thermal infrared flux
and the ground temperature (TG) and infrared surface emissivity (ε) is relatively straightfor-
ward. Decreasing either the ground temperature or the emissivity decreases the energy in the
atmosphere originating from the planet, resulting in a larger loss of energy through thermal
emission by dust. The impact that an upper-level dust layer could have on the heating rates
caused by these two parameters is presented here.
Dust transport changes the local and columnar optical thickness; either increasing or
decreasing the amount of solar radiation reaching the surface, and thus either increasing
or decreasing the ground temperature. Smith (2004) shows that a decrease in the globally
averaged daytime surface temperature occurs during dust storms and a similar but smaller in-
crease in the globally averaged nighttime surface temperature. The ground is usually warmer
during daytime and cooler during nighttime than the atmospheric surface temperature. As
stated in Section B.3.1 the temperature profile is fixed and has a surface temperature of
260 K. In this section, the ground temperatures is chosen to be below, at, and above the
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atmospheric surface temperature which can be very loosely representative of nighttime, early
morning, and afternoon conditions, respectively. Dust heating effects for nighttime ground
and atmospheric temperatures are discussed in Section C.6.
Longwave heating rates resulting from TG = 240 K, TG = 260 K, and TG = 280 K are
shown Figure C.3(a) for both the ULDM1 and Conrath profiles and the heating rate differ-
ences are given in Figure C.3(b); of course shortwave heating rates are unaffected. In the
Conrath profile, the maximum difference between the TG = 240 K and TG = 280 K heating
rates is at the surface level with a 73 K/sol difference where 1 sol is one 1 day on Mars. At the
surface in the ULDM1 profile, the difference in heating is less with a difference of 48 K/sol.
The large upward thermal infrared energy flux from a surface with TG = 280 K, causes an en-
ergy gain within the surface layers in both profiles through the absorption of thermal infrared
energy (from the surface) by dust, resulting in surface layer atmospheric heating of 2 K/sol
(ULDM1) and 7 K/sol (Conrath). On the other hand, the smaller thermal infrared energy
flux from a surface with with TG = 240 K, causes an energy loss at all levels in both profiles
through stronger thermal infrared emission by dust and less absorption of thermal ground
emission by dust. In the mid-layers, the difference between the TG = 240 K and TG = 280 K
heating rates is larger in the ULDM1 profile than in the Conrath profile, and is comparable in
magnitude to the ULDM1 surface heating difference with a maximum difference of 52 K/sol.
The effect of the ULDM is clearly observed: a dust layer at mid-levels (at 30 km in
this case) increases the thermal infrared atmospheric cooling at mid-levels and decreases the
cooling at lower levels compared to the classic dust profile. The mid-level thermal infrared
cooling is further enhanced by lowering the ground temperature: lower ground temperatures
provide less thermal infrared energy emitted from the ground to the atmosphere thereby
decreasing the amount of thermal infrared energy gained via absorption by dust at all levels
and particularly within the ULDM. In each TG scenario, the ULDM1 heating rates are more
negative at mid-levels and less negative at lower-levels than the Conrath heating rates. Thus,
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atmospheric heating from ULDMs can be significantly different from atmospheric heating re-
sulting from an assumption of well-mixed dust.
The surface redistribution of dust and the surface composition could impact the surface
emissivity in the thermal infrared. Surface emissivities usually range from 0.9 to 1.0 in GCMs,
but Hansen (1999) has shown that the surface infrared emissivity can be lower than 0.9 or
1.0 in the 20 − 50 µm band in the southern and northern seasonal polar caps (composed
primarily of CO2 ice). Therefore to observe any effect that this would have on the heating
rates, ε3 is defined as the case with ε = 1.0 in all longwave bands but with ε = 0.7 in the
20 − 50 µm band. The other two infrared emissivities are: ε1 = 0.9 and ε2 = 1.0 at all
infrared wavelengths.
The longwave heating rates resulting from the three different emissivity scenarios and
two differenct dust profiles are shown in Figure C.3(c) with the heating rate differences in
Figure C.3(d). The difference between the ε1 and ε2 heating rates is larger than the differ-
ence between the ε2 and ε3 heating rates, however, the two differences are very similar and
less than 5 K/sol. The difference between the ε1 and ε3 heating rates are on the order of
0.5 K/sol in both the Conrath and ULDM1 profiles. This means that a surface emissivity of
0.9 at all wavelengths affects that atmospheric heating rates similar to a surface emissivity
of 1.0 with ε lowered to 0.7 in the 20 − 50 µm band. Lowering the surface emissivity to
0.9 at all wavelengths or lowering the surface emissivity at the 20− 50 µm wavelengths (ε3)
reduces the upward energy flux within the wavelength band(s), and therefore less energy is
available for absorption by dust within all dust layers. Accounting for solid CO2 ice at the
seasonal polar caps using lower emissivities at the 20 − 50 µm wavelengths could affect the
atmospheric heating in both profiles, however, the effects are small for our example.
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Figure C.3. Heating rate and difference profiles for the ULDM1 profile (grey) and Conrath
profile (black). (a) longwave heating rates for different ground temperatures (TG); (b) the
difference between the heating rates in (a); (c) longwave heating rates for different surface
infrared emissivities: ε1 = 0.9 in each longwave band, ε2 = 1.0 in each longwave band, and
ε3 = 1.0 in each longwave band but with an emissivity of 0.7 within λ = 20− 50 µm; (d) the
difference between the heating rates in (c). Reff = 1.7 µm, νeff = 0.3, and the cumulative
dust optical depth at the surface is unity.
C.3 Sensitivities to the effective radius and effective
variance
Altering the size distribution of dust, even while keeping the total vertical optical depth
at the surface constant, may change the dust radiative heating. The effective radius of a
size distribution is an area-weighted measure of the distribution’s mean arithmetic radius.
Thus, from Equation B.1 the number of smaller dust particles increases as the effective radius
decreases, and the number of larger dust particles increases as the effective radius increases.
On the other hand, an increase of the effective variance, measuring the width of the distribu-
tion, would increase the number of both smaller and larger particles in the distribution while
reducing the number at the median radius. A vertically-dependent size distribution in which
the size-distribution’s first two moments decrease with height would additionally affect the
heating rates, and is discussed in Section C.4.
Elteto and Toon (2010) find an annual, zonally averaged, global mean effective radius of
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Figure C.4. Longwave (LW) and net (NET=LW+SW) heating rate and difference profiles
for the ULDM1 profile (grey) and Conrath profile (black). (a) LW and NET heating rates
for different effective radii (Reff ); (b) the difference between the net heating in (a); (c) LW
and NET heating rates for difference effective variances (νeff ); (d) the difference between
the net heating in (c). ε = 0.9, TG = 260 K, and the cumulative dust optical depth at the
surface is unity.
1.7 µm (nearly that of the Reff = 1.71 (+0.29/−0.26) µm in Markiewicz et al. (1999)). From
Thermal Emission Spectrometer observations taken during the 2001A global dust storm, they
infer the dust effective radii to be as large as ∼ 3 µm and as small as ∼ 1 µm.
Figure C.4(a) shows the dust heating sensitivity to the effective radius of the distribution
in both the net (NET) and longwave (LW) heating rates. The differences in the heating rates
are given in Figure C.4(b). As in the different TG and ε scenarios, the largest differences in
the ULDM1 net heating rates occur roughly where the dust is most abundant in terms of dust
number concentration. In Figure C.1(d), the maximum in the shortwave flux density diver-
gence in the ULDM1 profile tends to be a secondary maximum at 15− 20 km corresponding
to the secondary maximum of dust number density (Figure B.1(b)). Whereas in the Conrath
profile, the largest differences in the net heating rates occur near the height of maximum
deposition of solar energy (in our case at τM ∼ 0.5 neglecting scattering). The maximum
differences between the Reff = 1.7 µm and Reff = 1.4 µm net heating rates are 5.3 K/sol
(at 5 km; Conrath) and 7.9 K/sol (at 18 km; ULDM1), and between the Reff = 2.0 µm and
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Reff = 1.7 µm net heating rates the maximum differences are 4.2 K/sol (at 5 km; Conrath)
and 6.4 K/sol (at 18 km; ULDM1).
More smaller dust particles exist in the distribution when the effective radius is Reff =
1.4 µm, which can decrease the daytime atmospheric heating with a decrease in the SW
heating rates (not shown) and a decrease (increase) in the lower (upper) atmosphere LW
heating rates. In the ULDM1 and Conrath profiles, the maximum difference in net heat-
ing is mostly due to the shortwave heating rate differences. On a unit basis, smaller dust
particles are less efficient absorbers of solar energy than larger dust particles. For example,
in the 0.55 − 5.0 µm band the absorption efficiencies are 6.4% for Reff = 1.4 µm and 7.3%
for Reff = 1.7 µm. Thus, within the ULDM in the ULDM1 profile and in the lower layers
in the Conrath profile, lowering Reff = 1.7 µm to Reff = 1.4 µm, decreases the amount of
absorption of solar energy and decreases the shortwave heating rate.
Following Wolff and Clancy (2003) a dust effective variance is typically set between
νeff = 0.2 (Tomasko et al., 1999) and νeff = 0.4 (Clancy et al., 1995), and in general
agreement, Markiewicz et al. (1999) find a dust effective variance νeff = 0.25 (+0.05/− 0.1).
A standard upper limit of the effective variance is νeff=0.3 (Markiewicz et al., 1999; Wolff
and Clancy, 2003). Comparative to the effective radius cases, Figures C.4(c) and C.4(d) show
the LW and NET heating rates, and the net heating rate differences from the three effective
variance values of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. Differences between the longwave heating rates mostly
contribute to the differences in the net heating rates; for the νeff = 0.2 and νeff = 0.4 net
heating rates, the maximum difference tends to occur near the maximum difference between
the longwave cooling rates in the upper dust layers, the maximum heating rate differences
between the νeff = 0.2 and νeff = 0.4 cases being 9 K/sol at 38 km (ULM1) and 6 K/sol at
31 km (Conrath).
The reason for the affected longwave heating and (somewhat) unaffected shortwave heat-
ing is not obvious. The longwave absorption efficiencies of a νeff = 0.2 distribution are
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slightly larger than those of a νeff = 0.4 distribution: 61% (5.0 − 11.5 µm), 76% (11.5 −
20.0 µm), and 88% (20.0− 200.0 µm) for νeff = 0.2 compared to 59% (5.0− 11.5 µm), 73%
(11.5 µm), and 85% (20.0−200.0 µm) for νeff = 0.4. However, in the lower layers and in both
dust profiles, more thermal infrared cooling is observed for smaller νeff , which means that
there is less absorption and more emission by dust in this case. The total number density of
dust is larger for a νeff = 0.2 distribution having a unit surface optical depth. Atmospheric
dust is itself emitting in the thermal infrared along with the surface, so in the lower layers
emission is slightly stronger than absorption in the νeff = 0.2 case. For both the νeff = 0.2
and νeff = 0.4 distributions, there is a smaller amount of dust in the upper layers than in the
lower layers in both dust profiles (Figure B.1(b)). This means less dust emission in the upper
layers and emitted energy from below is more readily absorbed; the νeff = 0.2 distribution
being a stronger absorber in the thermal infrared than the νeff = 0.4 distribution.
Clearly, νeff has smaller impact on shortwave heating. Only a 0.1%− 0.2% difference be-
tween the shortwave absorption efficiences of each distribution exists: 31.1% (0.1− 0.55 µm)
and 7.2% (0.55−5.0 µm) for the νeff = 0.2 distribution, and 31.2% (0.1−0.55 µm) and 7.4%
(0.55− 5.0 µm) for the νeff = 0.4 distribution. As the effective variance is a measure of the
distiribution’s width, it appears that increased absorption by larger particles compensates
for the reduced absorption by smaller particles in the shortwave. As a result, most of the
impact of νeff on the net heating occurs in the longwave.
C.4 Effects of linearly decreasing Reff and νeff
Smaller dust particles have smaller mass and smaller sedimentation velocities, and are
susceptible to transport by the resolved winds. Thus, smaller dust particles can be more
readily lofted to higher altitudes in the Martian atmosphere compared to larger particles.
Dust particles can also act as nuclei for ice formation, and the gravitational sedimentation
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of both free dust particles and dust-core ice particles could cause the effective radius and
effective variance of size-distributed dust to decrease with height. This raises the question:
how would the heating rates be affected if the first two moments of the size distribution
are altitude dependent? The optical depth would be strongly affected. Not only would
the extinction coefficient of the size distribution become non-constant with height, but at
higher altitudes, assuming that the effective radius would decrease with the height, the
number of small particles could dramatically increase. For simplicity, the Reff and νeff
are assumed to linearly decrease with height from Reff (0) = 1.7 µm and νeff (0) = 0.3 to
Reff (80 km) = 0.1 µm and νeff (80 km) = 0.001.
Figure C.5 shows the (a) ULDM1 and (b) Conrath heating rate profiles for the four
combinations of Reff (z) and νeff (z). The cases are distinguished as: (C1) the baseline
with both Reff and νeff constant with height, (C2) both Reff and νeff linearly decrease
with height, (C3) Reff linearly decreases with height while νeff is constant, and (C4) νeff
linearly decreases with height while Reff is constant. The heating rate differences between
the baseline and height-dependent case are shown in Figure C.5(c) for the ULDM1 profile
and Figure C.5(d) for the Conrath profile.
The C4 heating rates differ only slightly to the C1 heating rates and the C3 heating
rates differ only slightly from the C2 heating rates. This means that for both the ULDM
and Conrath dust profiles, the decrease of the effective radius with height can have a large
impact on the atmospheric heating, whereas the change of the effective variance with height
has much less impact for our parameter space. The difference between the C1 and C3 heating
rates can be as large as ∼ 27 K/sol (Conrath) and ∼ 37 K/sol (ULDM1) above 30 km, and
the difference between the C1 and C4 heating rates are much smaller in comparison, as can be
seen in Figure C.5(c,d). Considering the Reff and νeff sensitivities discussed in Section C.3
these differences are not surprising; Reff affects both the longwave and shortwave heating
via absorption, but νeff mostly affects absorption in the longwave. Linearly decreasing the
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Figure C.5. The net heating rates of Reff and νeff linearly decreasing with height (respec-
tively from Reff = 1.7 µm and νeff = 0.3 at z = 0 km to Reff = 0.1 µm and νeff = 0.001
at 80 km) using the (a) ULDM1 profile, and the (b) Conrath profile. The difference between
the altitude-dependent Reff and νeff cases are shown for the (c) ULDM1 and (d) Conrath
profiles. C1: Reff , νeff constant with height; C2:Reff , νeff linearly decrease with height;
C3: Reff linearly decreases with height while νeff is constant; C4: νeff linearly decreases
with height while Reff is constant. ε = 0.9, TG = 260 K, and the cumulative dust optical
depth at the surface is unity.
effective radius with height effectively controls the vertical distribution of the dust size optical
depth to contain fewer larger dust particles, and since larger dust particles are stronger
absorbers of solar energy compared to smaller dust particles, the upper layer heating is
decreased in the C2 and C3 cases. And in the lowest dust layers, the C1 heating rates are
∼ 2.5 K/sol (ULDM1) and ∼ 5 K/sol (Conrath) lower than the C2 heating rates, because of
more absorption of solar energy in the upper layers in the C1 case.
C.5 A single dust size versus a size distribution
GCMs lacked interactive dust schemes in the past, often using a single dust particle size
to account for dust radiative heating. Obviously using a single dust size ignores the heating
effects of both smaller and larger dust particles by not taking into account the differing optical
properties which are inherently size dependent, but it was implicitly assumed that the effects
will cancel or at least be negligible. Basu et al. (2004, 2006) took dust size representation in
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Figure C.6. Comparison between the single dust size (ss) and dust distribution (dist) heating
rates using the (a) ULDM1 profile and (b) Conrath profile. The dust radius size bin from
the log-normal distribution spans 0.1 − 5.0 µm and the radius of the dust particle in the
single-size case equals the effective radius (Reff = 1.7 µm) of the log-normal distribution.
Net longwave heating (LW) is blue, net shortwave heating (SW) is red, and net heating
(NET=LW+SW) is black. The difference between the longwave (blue), shortwave (red), and
net (black) heating rates are shown in (c) for the ULDM4 and in (d) for the ULDM7 profiles.
ε = 0.9, TG = 260 K, and the cumulative dust optical depth at the surface is unity.
GCM modeling one step further, using two dust particle sizes to represent small and large
dust, but use constant, size-independent optical properties for both sizes. The NASA Ames
GCM has implemented interactive dust (Kahre et al., 2006), and addressed the evolution
of dust particle sizes using 10 dust size bins in Kahre et al. (2008). And most recently,
Madeleine et al. (2011) have implemented a semi-interactive dust scheme in the LMD GCM
which predicts the vertical distribution and dust particle size, thereby allowing size-dependent
calculation of the optical properties. While current GCMs have evolved from the practice
of using a single dust size to using a dust distribution, it is still relevant to provide the
differences in the heating impact, particularly between two dissimilar vertical dust profiles,
to remain aware of the potential biases in single-size dust representation. In this section
the potential differences in atmospheric heating by single-size and size-distributed dust are
presented.
Figures C.6(a) and C.6(b) give the ULDM1 and Conrath longwave, shortwave, and net
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heating rate profiles, respectively, of a single 1.7 µm dust radius size and of a size distribution
with an effective radius of Reff = 1.7 µm. In both the ULDM1 and Conrath profiles,
the single dust size overestimates (underestimates) net heating in the upper (lower) dust
layers. Shortwave heating is underestimated in all dust layers when a single-size is used,
whereas longwave cooling roughly follows the same pattern as the net heating with the
longwave cooling being underestimated in the uppers layers and nearly similar to longwave
size-distributed cooling in the lowest dust layers. The differences between the longwave,
shortwave, and net heating rates are given in Figures C.6(c) and C.6(d) for the ULDM1 and
Conrath profiles, respectively. Only the longwave heating will apply for nighttime conditions
and it is clear that the size-difference impact is larger in the longwave.
Both the vertical distribution and optical properties ultimately account for the difference
between the single-size and size-distribution heating rates. Dust is vertically distributed the
same way for both the single-size and size distribution cases, but in both cases imposing
a unitary cumulative optical depth (at 0.6 µm)) requires a different number density at the
surface. In other words, since the extinction coefficients of the single-size and size-distribution
differ, the mass mixing ratio is adjusted at the surface (and hence so is the number density)
in both cases in order to maintain a unit cumulative optical depth. At a wavelength of
0.6 µm, the extinction cross-section of the size distribution is 3.66× 10−11 m2 which is larger
than the single-size (1.7 µm) extinction cross-section of 2.32× 10−11 m2. Thus, the number
density of the single-size dust is greater than the number density of the size distribution
at all levels. Moreover, within all dust layers there are more 1.7 µm size particles in the
single-size case, but there are also more particles larger than 1.7 µm in the size distribution
case. Dust particles larger than 1.7 µm are stronger absorbers of solar energy and stronger
scatterers of thermal infrared energy compared to 1.7 µm sized particles. For example, in
the 0.55 − 5.0 µm shortwave band absorption efficiencies are 6.6% (r = 1.7 µm) and 11.6%
(r = 3.5 µm), and in the 11.5 − 20.0 µm band scattering efficiencies are 1.4% (1.7 µm) and
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37% (3.5 µm). Thus, the absorption efficiencies of the size distribution are larger in the
shortwave and smaller in the longwave than those of the single-size dust: 31% (λ1), 7.3%
(λ2), 60% (λ3), 74% (λ4), and 86% (λ5) for the 1.7 µm size-distribution, and 30% (λ1), 6.6%
(λ2), 68% (λ3), 86% (λ4), and 95% (λ5) for the r = 1.7 µm single size dust. The size-
distribution and single-size is more absorptive in the λ1 and λ2 band than the single-size
dust, but more solar energy is deposited in the λ2 band (F
−(0) ∼ 225 W m−2) than in the
λ1 band (F
−(0) ∼ 75 W m−2). In the longwave, more absorption takes place in the lower
layers by single-size dust compared to the size-distributed dust since the single-size absorption
efficiency is larger than the size-distribution absorption efficiency. However, in the single-
size dust case, the larger number of dust particles also means more thermal infrared energy
emission. The single-size thermal absorption seems to compensate the thermal emission
making the single-size and size-distribution longwave flux divergences similar. The larger
amount of single-size dust at all height-levels, but particularly in the lower levels, means more
energy is available for absorption in the upper dust layers. In the upper layers absorption
of the emitted flux from below is stronger in the single-size case than in the size-distributed
case, since the single-size upward flux is larger than the size-distributed upward flux, e.g.,
at 28 km in the ULDM case, the single-size upward thermal infrared flux is 223 W m−2 as
opposed to the size-distribution upward thermal infrared flux of 203 W m−2, and at 18 km
in the Conrath case, the single-size upward thermal infrared flux is 229 W m−2 as opposed to
the size-distribution upward thermal infrared flux of 212 W m−2. In the upper layers, more
thermal infrared absorption by the single-size dust than by the size-distribution dust means
that single-size dust underestimates the size-distribution cooling.
In the upper layers (but below 50 km) in both profiles, the single-size net heating tends
to overestimate the distribution net heating by a maximum of ∼ 23 K/sol (ULDM1) and
18 K/sol (Conrath). Dust emission in the upper layers is less in the single-size case (meaning
less cooling) and largely contributes to the overestimation of net heating in the uppers below
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50 km. The underestimation of shortwave heating is less of a factor except for the lowermost
and uppermost dust layers where it tends to cause an underestimation in the net heating
rates. The pronounced difference between the single-size and size-distribution heating rate
profiles, resulting ultimately from the difference in optical properties, reinforces the necessity
of predicting dust sizes and coupling the dust distribution to radiative transfer calculations
in GCM modelling studies.
C.6 Dust impacts under nighttime temperature
conditions
Martian ground temperatures are much cooler at night than daytime ground tempera-
tures and typically range between 150 K to 210 K. Nighttime heating rate profiles of both
vertical dust distributions are similar to the daytime heating rate profiles. While thermal
infrared cooling will be diminished at nighttime due to decreased energy emission from the
colder surface, the heating rate impacts from different ground temperatures tend to be larger
in magnitude compared to the daytime heating rate impacts. Moreover, it would be expected
that the nighttime impacts of the different dust distributions are smaller since the size dis-
tribution parameters have an additional impact in the shortwave.
Figures C.7(a) and C.7(b) shows the longwave heating rates of three nighttime surface
temperatures along with the differences between the heating rates, respectively (note that
the nighttime atmospheric lapse rate is general and assumes no temperature inversion, being
linearly fixed from 190 K at the surface to 105 K at 80 km). Treating TG = 190 K and
TG = 260 K respectively as the nighttime and daytime baseline cases, the nighttime impacts
of decreasing and increasing the ground temperature on the atmospheric heating rates can
be compared to the daytime impacts. At the surface level, TG = 210 K results in a 125%
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Figure C.7. Nighttime conditions. (a) Longwave heating rates for different ground tempera-
tures (TG) with the Conrath dust profile (black) and the ULDM1 dust profile (grey); (b) the
difference between the heating rates produced by the differenct ground temperatures. In (a)
and (b), ε = 0.9, and Reff = 1.7 µm and νeff = 0.3 (constant with height). (c) Longwave
heating rates for: C1 (same as the TG = 190 K case in (a)), C1 but for an infrared surface
emissivity of 1.0, C1 but for an effective radius of 1.4 µm, C1 but for an effective variance of
0.4, and C1 but for the effective radius and effective variance decreasing with height; (d) the
difference between the heating rates of the cases in (c). In (c) and (d) the UDLM1 profile is
solid and the Conrath profile is dashed. The cumulative dust optical depth at the surface is
unity.
(ULDM1) and 147% (Conrath) increase in heating rate, larger than during daytime where
TG = 280 K results in increases of 109% (ULDM1) and 122% (Conrath). Decreasing TG to
170 K results in surface-level heating rate decreases of 89% (ULDM1) and 105% (Conrath)
compared to the TG = 240 K daytime surface-level heating rate decreases of 86% (ULDM1)
and 96% (Conrath). As an example at mid-levels in the ULDM1 case, lowering the ground
temperature to 170 K decreases the heating rate by 51% at the height of maximum cooling
(23 km) and raising the ground temperature to 210 K increases the heating rate by 70%.
These mid-level nighttime impacts are comparably larger than the daytime impacts at the
height of maximum cooling (ULDM1 case at 23 km): TG = 240 K results in a 30% heating
rate decrease and TG = 280 K results in a 37% increase. While the nighttime heating rates
are smaller than the daytime heating rates, the physical impact of the ground temperature
on the atmospheric heating is larger than the daytime impact.
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Nighttime heating rates and heating rate differences of different dust configurations are
given in Figures C.7(c) and C.7(d). With the baseline case denoted as C1, the impact of
each dust configuration under nighttime temperature conditions to the daytime impacts is
compared. While the surface emissivity affects the thermal infrared heating rates only, the
shortwave heating will increase the net heating making the relative net heating rate changes
larger in the daytime than in the nighttime. Increasing the surface emissivity to 1.0 increases
the nighttime heating rate by 10% (ULDM1) and 11% (Conrath) at the surface level, and
by 9% (ULDM1) and 5% (Conrath) at the height of maximum cooling. While increasing
ε to 1.0 during daytime, the surface level increases are 55% (ULM1) and 135% (Conrath)
and the mid-level increases are 15% (ULDM1) and 51% (Conrath). During daytime, the
effective radius and effective variance of the distribution affect both shortwave and longwave
heating rates. As such, the daytime impacts of Reff and νeff tend to be larger than the
nighttime impacts. For example, in the ULDM1 profile at the height of maximum cooling,
Reff = 1.4 µm increases the (negative) nighttime heating rate by 10% and decreases the
positive daytime heating rate by 14%; νeff = 0.4 decreases the nighttime heating by 4% and
decreases the positive daytime heating rate by 5%. The significant reduction in the mid- and
upper-level daytime heating (Section C.4) upon linearly decreasing the first two moments of
the distribution with height is mostly due to reduction of the absorption of solar energy.
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Global and Zonal Averages of Soluble
Aersosol Number Densities
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Figure D.1. 10 m mode 1 aerosol number density ( m−3) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure D.2. 2012 zonally averaged mode 1 aerosol number density ( m−3) for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure D.3. 10 m mode 2 aerosol number density ( m−3) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure D.4. 2012 zonally averaged mode 2 aerosol number density ( m−3) for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure D.5. 10 m mode 3 aerosol number density ( m−3) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure D.6. 2012 zonally averaged mode 3 aerosol number density ( m−3) for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure D.7. 10 m mode 4 aerosol number density ( m−3) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure D.8. 2012 zonally averaged mode 4 aerosol number density ( m−3) for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure E.1. 10 m mode 5 aerosol number density ( m−3) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure E.2. 2012 zonally averaged mode 5 aerosol number density ( m−3) for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure E.3. 10 m mode 6 aerosol number density ( m−3) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure E.4. 2012 zonally averaged mode 6 aerosol number density ( m−3) for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure E.5. 10 m mode 7 aerosol number density ( m−3) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure E.6. 2012 zonally averaged mode 7 aerosol number density ( m−3) for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Global and Zonal Averages of the
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Figure F.1. 10 m ASO4 volume mixing ratio (mol/mol) averaged over 2012 for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.2. 2012 zonally averaged ASO4 volume mixing ratio for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.3. 10 m ANH4 volume mixing ratio (mol/mol) averaged over 2012 for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.4. 2012 zonally averaged ANH4 volume mixing ratio for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.5. 10 m ANO3 volume mixing ratio (mol/mol) averaged over 2012 for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.6. 2012 zonally averaged ANO3 volume mixing ratio for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.7. 10 m AH2O volume mixing ratio (mol/mol) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.8. 2012 zonally averaged AH2O volume mixing ratio for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.9. 10 m AOC volume mixing ratio (mol/mol) averaged over 2012 for BASE, NOAH,
VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.10. 2012 zonally averaged AOC volume mixing ratio for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.11. 10 m ABC volume mixing ratio (mol/mol) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.12. 2012 zonally averaged ABC volume mixing ratio for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.13. 10 m ADU volume mixing ratio (mol/mol) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.14. 2012 zonally averaged ADU volume mixing ratio for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Figure F.15. 10 m ASEA volume mixing ratio (mol/mol) averaged over 2012 for BASE,
NOAH, VOLF, LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
143
Figure F.16. 2012 zonally averaged ASEA volume mixing ratio for BASE, NOAH, VOLF,
LONG, DUX1, DUX2, DUCO, and SSWV experiments.
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Appendix G
Seasonal Global Load Averages of
Aersosol and Chemical Species
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Aerosol Mode CASE
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
1 15.24 - 20.2 16.7 21.1 24.2 18.7 19.3
2 10.5 - 10.7 10.5 10.6 10.9 10.5 10.5
3 6.0 - 5.7 5.9 5.8 6.0 5.9 5.9
4 0.50 - 0.49 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.52 0.51
5 3.2 - 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.8 3.3
6 3.3 - 3.2 3.6 3.6 3.0 3.8 4.2
7 0.024 - 0.023 0.026 0.026 0.022 0.027 0.026
Table G.1. 2012 DJF global averages of the aerosol number density (×106 m−3) in the seven
M7 aerosol modes and eight experiments.
Aerosol Mode CASE
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
1 11.8 - 16.4 13.0 16.2 16.0 16.7 15.3
2 9.3 - 9.5 9.2 9.5 9.6 9.5 9.6
3 5.4 - 5.3 5.7 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.8
4 0.63 - 0.60 0.63 0.67 0.62 0.66 0.68
5 2.5 - 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.4 2.2 2.7
6 3.4 - 3.4 4.8 4.7 3.9 3.9 4.8
7 0.026 - 0.025 0.035 0.036 0.029 0.029 0.037
Table G.2. 2012 MAM global averages of the aerosol number density (×106 m−3) in the seven
M7 aerosol modes and eight experiments.
Aerosol Mode CASE
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
1 9.4 - 16.8 7.1 7.7 7.8 10.9 11.4
2 6.8 - 7.2 6.6 6.9 7.3 7.1 6.9
3 4.9 - 7.7 8.2 9.3 7.5 8.2 9.0
4 0.66 - 0.64 0.65 0.71 0.63 0.70 0.65
5 3.3 - 3.4 3.4 3.8 3.1 3.4 3.7
6 3.3 - 2.9 3.9 3.5 3.8 3.4 3.5
7 0.024 - 0.021 0.027 0.024 0.026 0.024 0.025
Table G.3. 2012 JJA global averages of the aerosol number density (×106 m−3) in the seven
M7 aerosol modes and eight experiments.
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Aerosol Mode SON Global Average ( m−3)
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
1 1.6 - 2.5 0.9 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.4
2 5.4 - 5.7 5.1 5.2 5.8 5.3 5.2
3 6.9 - 6.8 7.0 7.1 6.4 6.9 7.2
4 0.61 - 0.63 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.60
5 2.3 - 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.5
6 3.8 - 3.2 4.4 3.9 4.4 3.9 4.1
7 0.026 - 0.022 0.030 0.027 0.029 0.027 0.028
Table G.4. 2012 SON global averages of the aerosol number density (×106 m−3) in the seven
M7 aerosol modes and eight experiments.
Variable CASE
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
ASO4 1.51 1.34 1.49 1.50 1.49 1.52 1.60 1.48
ANH4 0.0892 0.0865 0.0853 0.0856 0.0855 0.0855 0.0860 0.0886
ANO3 1.94 1.96 1.99 2.03 1.85 1.90 2.02 1.93
AH2O 45.0 81.0 43.5 46.0 46.2 42.5 46.2 46.4
AOC 0.832 0.565 0.768 0.790 0.821 0.772 0.795 0.802
ABC 0.107 0.0734 0.101 0.107 0.111 0.102 0.107 0.108
ADU 6.67 5.63 6.50 7.27 7.22 6.40 7.38 7.32
ASEA 11.6 18.2 11.1 11.5 11.5 10.8 11.3 11.8
NO2 19.1 18.5 19.0 19.0 19.1 18.9 18.9 18.9
NO3 0.167 0.141 0.175 0.162 0.174 0.153 0.157 0.138
N2O5 0.0341 0.0490 0.0324 0.0361 0.0299 0.0334 0.0325 0.0331
HNO3 36.1 34.1 36.0 35.6 35.7 35.9 36.3 35.4
O3 17900 17400 17800 17900 17900 17900 18100 17900
OH 0.680 0.680 0.680 0.680 0.680 0.680 0.679 0.679
Table G.5. DJF global load averages (×10−10 mol mol−1) of aerosol sulphate (ASO4), aerosol
ammonium (ANH4), aerosol nitrate (ANO3), aerosol water (AH2O ), aerosol organic carbon
(AOC ), aerosol black carbon (ABC ), aerosol dust (ADU ), aerosol sea salt (ASEA ), NO2,
NO3, N2O5 , HNO3, O3 , and OH.
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Variable CASE
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
ASO4 1.47 1.32 1.50 1.51 1.51 1.60 1.51 1.56
ANH4 0.0803 0.0791 0.0758 0.0777 0.0738 0.0746 0.0785 0.0790
ANO3 2.00 1.79 1.77 2.04 1.98 1.75 1.96 1.97
AH2O 65.6 93.5 64.7 68.1 69.3 64.6 70.8 69.3
AOC 0.690 0.394 0.625 0.686 0.695 0.633 0.681 0.748
ABC 0.0856 0.0497 0.080 0.0913 0.0957 0.0845 0.0883 0.104
ADU 7.42 5.89 7.38 9.43 9.95 8.15 8.41 10.1
ASEA 15.2 21.3 14.6 15.4 16.1 14.4 16.2 15.9
NO2 18.9 18.2 18.8 18.7 18.5 18.4 18.3 18.7
NO3 0.0969 0.0882 0.0951 0.0936 0.0959 0.0923 0.0927 0.0917
N2O5 0.0236 0.0241 0.0242 0.0215 0.0222 0.0226 0.0223 0.0239
HNO3 36.4 35.2 36.2 36.5 36.3 35.9 36.7 36.1
O3 18300 17700 18200 18100 18200 18000 18300 18200
OH 0.661 0.660 0.661 0.661 0.661 0.660 0.660 0.660
Table G.6. MAM global load averages (×10−10 mol mol−1) of aerosol sulphate (ASO4),
aerosol ammonium (ANH4), aerosol nitrate (ANO3), aerosol water (AH2O ), aerosol organic
carbon (AOC ), aerosol black carbon (ABC ), aerosol dust (ADU ), aerosol sea salt (ASEA ),
NO2, NO3, N2O5 , HNO3, O3 , and OH.
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Variable CASE
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
ASO4 1.13 1.11 1.12 1.08 1.22 1.09 1.14 1.07
ANH4 0.0567 0.0637 0.0558 0.0574 0.0570 0.0568 0.0555 0.0607
ANO3 1.72 1.41 1.67 1.59 1.82 1.45 1.67 1.60
AH2O 89.64 89.60 82.15 85.82 86.28 83.02 89.70 82.05
AOC 1.29 0.669 1.14 1.33 1.49 1.08 1.25 1.46
ABC 0.0148 0.0714 0.135 0.163 0.178 0.123 0.152 0.161
ADU 7.44 3.96 6.92 9.54 8.38 8.03 8.39 8.93
ASEA 19.5 21.0 19.0 18.7 20.2 19.0 20.2 19.0
NO2 18.6 18.5 18.3 18.3 18.3 18.0 18.1 18.1
NO3 0.101 0.109 0.101 0.103 0.103 0.101 0.109 0.103
N2O5 0.0165 0.0168 0.0166 0.0168 0.0182 0.0168 0.0162 0.0169
HNO3 35.7 33.6 35.5 35.3 35.6 35.1 35.6 34.7
O3 17300 17100 17400 17100 17100 17100 17400 17100
OH 0.681 0.681 0.681 0.679 0.680 0.680 0.679 0.679
Table G.7. JJA global load averages (×10−10 mol mol−1) of aerosol sulphate (ASO4), aerosol
ammonium (ANH4), aerosol nitrate (ANO3), aerosol water (AH2O ), aerosol organic carbon
(AOC ), aerosol black carbon (ABC ), aerosol dust (ADU ), aerosol sea salt (ASEA ), NO2,
NO3, N2O5 , HNO3, O3 , and OH.
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Variable CASE
BASE NOAH VOLF LONG DUX1 DUX2 DUCO SSWV
ASO4 1.25 1.06 1.22 1.16 1.25 1.26 1.20 1.17
ANH4 0.0507 0.0571 0.0497 0.0514 0.0519 0.0516 0.0502 0.0539
ANO3 1.83 1.70 1.96 1.87 1.89 1.82 1.85 1.77
AH2O 58.84 82.42 58.34 56.98 56.64 58.21 56.85 55.30
AOC 1.25 0.587 1.10 1.19 1.24 1.02 1.17 1.24
ABC 0.141 0.0659 0.122 0.136 0.144 0.121 0.130 0.141
ADU 7.60 4.62 6.69 9.26 8.23 8.35 8.45 8.68
ASEA 13.5 18.4 13.6 13.4 13.0 13.5 12.8 13.0
NO2 18.6 18.4 18.6 18.5 18.8 18.6 18.3 18.5
NO3 0.0973 0.0951 0.0988 0.0987 0.0987 0.0974 0.0984 0.0970
N2O5 0.0179 0.0185 0.0182 0.0181 0.0182 0.0181 0.0177 0.0179
HNO3 37.3 34.5 36.9 36.2 36.5 36.9 36.9 35.7
O3 18100 17900 18200 18000 18000 18100 18100 18100
OH 0.675 0.675 0.675 0.675 0.676 0.675 0.675 0.675
Table G.8. SON global load averages (×10−10 mol mol−1) of aerosol sulphate (ASO4), aerosol
ammonium (ANH4), aerosol nitrate (ANO3), aerosol water (AH2O ), aerosol organic carbon
(AOC ), aerosol black carbon (ABC ), aerosol dust (ADU ), aerosol sea salt (ASEA ), NO2,
NO3, N2O5 , HNO3, O3 , and OH.
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